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THE NATIONAL UNDERSEA RESEARCH
PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 1993

House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Oceanog-
raphy, Gulf of Mexico, and the Outer Continental
Shelf, Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisher-
ies,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:05 p.m., in room
1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Solomon P. Ortiz

[chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Representatives Ortiz, Green, and Weldon.
Staff Present: Robert Wharton, Sheila McCready, Tom Kitsos,

Sue Waldron, Dino Esparza, Terry Schaff, Chris Mann, Eunice
Groark, Lisa Pittman, and Harry Burroughs.

STATEMENT OF HON. SOLOMON P. ORTIZ, A U.S. REPRESENTA-
TIVE FROM TEXAS, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
OCEANOGRAPHY, GULF OF MEXICO, AND THE OUTER CONTI-
NENTAL SHELF

Mr. Ortiz. Good afternoon. I would like to welcome all of you to

the first hearing of the Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of

Mexico, and the Outer Continental Shelf for this congressional ses-

sion.

Today, our focus will be on the National Undersea Research Pro-
gram of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. In

1980, NOAA replaced its Manned Undersea Science and Technolo-

gy Office with the Office of Undersea Research and the National
Undersea Research Program, commonly referred to as NURP.
With the creation of NURP, the Federal Government became in-

volved in civilian research of the ocean. The program was designed
to support undersea research in the ocean and Great Lakes envi-

ronment, and to improve diver safety and performance.
Originally, the program was supported by the Administration.

However, since 1983, NURP has been zero funded in each budget
request and has been maintained only by Congress through annual
appropriations. I am sure our witnesses will emphasize the impor-
tance of NURP and its role in benefiting the science, academic, and
social community.
During the last Congress, this committee provided a detailed

plan for the formal establishment and administration of NURP
through H.R. 3247. Though the legislation passed the House, it did

(1)



not pass the Senate. Today, we will discuss the possible framework
for establishing NURP by statute.

Throughout the hearing today, we will examine the NURP pro-

gram and the need to continue undersea research to better under-

stand ocean and large lake ecosystems as well as our planet as a

whole. The subcommittee will also consider the possible need to

expand the program. We will attempt to determine whether the

current center structure adequately meets our nation's research

needs, or if we need to establish additional centers to ensure geo-

graphic balance and research exposure. Additionally, we will con-

sider the need for more deep submergence research platforms and
a national strategy in this important field.

Congress has recognized the value of NURP for over a decade. I

hope this hearing will enlighten us to ways to continue to get the

maximum benefit from this program.
Before I go any further, I would like to welcome the ranking

member of this subcommittee, my good friend, Mr. Weldon. I yield

to him to make any comments or statements he wishes to share

with us today.

STATEMENT OF HON. CURT WELDON, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Weldon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To begin with, it is an
honor and a pleasure to serve with you. I think we will have an
excellent working relationship this session of Congress on issues af-

fecting our oceans and undersea research.

The hearing that you are holding today, which I think is very

important, will focus on the National Undersea Research Program.

Programs, such as NURP, played a vital role in developing a better

understanding of our marine ecosystem. I certainly appreciate your

leadership in this area. This includes both global and coastal ocean-

ic processes, mineral resources, submersible platform technology,

and marine pollution issues.

While Pennsylvania, my home state, does not have a NURP
Center, the New York Bight NURP headquartered at Rutgers Uni-

versity in New Jersey has done a very commendable job especially

for the Mid Atlantic region in dealing with the issue of sewage

sludge and the dumpsite that is 106 miles offshore of New York
City.

I am particularly looking forward to hearing from our witnesses

today and learning about the ongoing research underway. Mr.

Chairman, I propose that we consider trips for members and staffs

to visit some of the sites where ongoing research is taking place.

This will provide members of Congress a better understanding of

the importance of programs like NURP so that when we have to

vote on the House floor, members can't trivialize the importance of

the efforts underway through these types of programs. Today's

hearing and the excellent panel of witnesses that we have sched-

uled for today should serve as a beginning to this process. I want to

thank you for holding this hearing.

I apologize for our colleagues who will be in and out during the

afternoon. Besides floor votes, there is a very heavy schedule of

work today and tomorrow for the members. You will be seeing us



come and go, and we apologize for that. This should not be the

case, but, unfortunately, all of the hearings are scheduled at the

same point in time which is why this confusion takes place on a

day like today. With that, I would also ask unanimous consent to

include the statement of the Honorable Jack Fields of Texas, Mr.
Chairman.

Statement of Hon. Jack Fields, a U.S. Representative from Texas, and
Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Mr. Chairman, I commend you on your first hearing as Chairman of the Subcom-

mittee, and look forward to continuing our strong working relationship to benefit

the great State of Texas. With all due respect to former Congressmen Hertel and

Davis, I also applaud the change in the Subcommittee's name.

The National Undersea Research Program has maintained a low profile at the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. While targeted for elimination

in past budget proposals, the program has proved to be surprisingly resilient. This is

no doubt due to the valuable research on undersea productivity and habitat charac-

teristics, marine mineral resources, and diving safety and technology it has pro-

duced.
However, I am concerned that there is little geographic parity within the pro-

gram, given the concentration of NURP Centers and funding in the Atlantic Ocean.

NURP activities for the Gulf of Mexico are currently conducted through the Univer-

sity of North Carolina at Wilmington, which also has responsibility for the entire

mid- to south-Atlantic region. This strikes me as quite thinly spread. Although

NURP has funded research in the Gulf of Mexico at Texas A&M University and
others, certainly the Gulf could benefit from additional deep water exploration and
research. This is especially true given its tremendous natural undersea resources,

including the northernmost coral reef in the United States, a seven-billion-dollar

fishery, and abundant offshore oil and gas deposits.

I Would also like to welcome Dr. Bright of Texas A&M University to the witness

table. No stranger to NURP, Texas A&M is one of the preeminent marine research

institutions in the country and Dr. Bright is one of its most powerful assets. In fact,

he is perhaps the foremost expert on the Flower Gardens Bank in the Gulf of

Mexico.
Mr. Chairman, again, thank you for holding this hearing and I am confident that

together we can correct the geographic parity problems with the National Undersea
Research Program.

Statement of Hon. William J. Hughes, a U.S. Representative from New Jersey

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for allowing me to join your hearing

today.
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that we are beginning proceedings on the Na-

tional Undersea Research Program, commonly referred to as NURP. I have been

involved in this program for several years, both in restoring funding after the Ad-

ministration had reduced the Program's budget or eliminated the Program altogeth-

er and in the form of legislation which I sponsored to formally establish the NURP
within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

NURP has been in effect for over a decade. Research from the six regional centers

has consistently proven the important role NURP plays in providing opportunities

for the scientific community to conduct research not possible within the limits of

traditional ship-based research and laboratories.

NURP assists leading scientists with research in the Great Lakes, the oceans, and
on the sea floor using the most modern technology and undersea habitats. Undersea
research has enhanced our knowledge of the dynamic processes governing our

oceans, increased our understanding of recruitment to fisheries, and expanded our

general knowledge of the deep sea environment. NURP has also contributed to ad-

vances in biotechnology and gear design, advanced underwater technology, and fos-

tered the development of small businesses.

I am very proud that the New York Bight Center is located at Rutgers University

in New Jersey. In addition to conducting important undersea research in the Mid-

Atlantic region, this center performs the critical task of monitoring the 106-mile

ocean dumping site.

I intend to work with you, Mr. Chairman, to pass into law this Congress legisla-

tion to statutorily establish the National Undersea Research Program within the



Department of Commerce. This legislation is essential to demonstrate not only the

value and importance of the Undersea Research Program, but our intention to

strengthen and expand it as well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing today and mvitmg me to

attend.

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you. I am like my good friend says, we will

have to be going in and out and conducting some votes. But before

we go to vote, I feel a brief introduction of our witness panel is in

order. Our first witness is Dr. Ned Ostenso, Assistant Administra-

tor for Oceanic and Atmospheric Research, at NOAA. He is accom-

panied by Dr. David Duane, Deputy Assistant Administrator for

Extramural Programs and the director of the NURP program.

Next is Dr. Thomas Bright. He is the Executive Director for the

Sea Grant College Program at Texas A&M University which is in-

terested in a broad range of marine issues relating to coastal re-

source use, conservation, and management. Dr. Bright has special-

ized in coral reef ecology for over two decades, and presently he

serves as biological oceanographer at Texas A&M University.

We have Dr. Sylvia Earle who is a former chief scientist at

NOAA and a renowned marine scientist. She is one of the few

people who have piloted small submersibles deeper than 1000

We have Dr. Jeff Fox. He is a Professor of Oceanography at the

University of Rhode Island and a representative of the University-

National Oceanography Laboratory System. He has over 20 years

of oceanography research experience and is currently serving as

Chair of the Deep Sea Submergence Science Committee.

Finally, we have Dr. Robert Wicklund who is associated with

NURP as the Director of the Caribbean Marine Research Center, a

position he has held since 1984. He is also a professor at the Uni-

versity of South Carolina. Dr. Wicklund has been involved in the

undersea research for 31 years and is here to share his views with

us today.

Since we do have a vote, I guess we might as well just go ahead

and go vote, and then hopefully we will be able to get to listen to

the testimony. I know it is going to be very enlightening. I under-

stand that we are going to have two consecutive votes so we will

have to recess for about 20 minutes. But, I can assure we will be

right back.
Mr. Weldon. We apologize.

[Recess.]

STATEMENT OF NED A. OSTENSO, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH; ACCOMPANIED
BY DAVID B. DUANE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR
EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS

STATEMENT OF NED OSTENSO

Dr. Ostenso. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have a

mercifully short prepared testimony but it is filled with informa-

tion, and with your permission, I will submit it for the record. It

stands on its own, and I will use my oral time to make a few of my
own observations.



Mr. Ortiz. Without objection. All the testimonies that the wit-

nesses have will be included in the record.

Dr. OsTENSO. Very well. Thank you. The roots of the National
Undersea Research Program go back to the late 1970's when there
was a growing need and an awareness of the need for scientists to

gather data in situ throughout the water column of the ocean. Also
about that time there was an, unfortunately, tragic accident associ-

ated with germen habitat off the East Coast of the United States.

As a result of this growing pressure and that accident, it was de-

termined that the nation's civil oceanographic community would
best be served by having a central source of support for its capacity
to work at sea. And that is when the NOAA Manned Undersea Sci-

ence and Technology (MUST) program was converted to the Na-
tional Undersea Research Program. That conversion was based on
a number of principles that we have adhered to throughout the his-

tory of the program and that I think are fundamentally sound.
One of those principles was that it would basically be a support

mechanism, not a research funding mechanism and would support
the broader based research community. It would support the entire

civilian research community based on the principle of peer review
and competition. Also, the operation of the program would be
through university managed regional centers, and, finally, to the
extent possible, we would rely upon leased assets rather than de-

veloping an in-house federal capability except for the most exotic

technology that we couldn't get from the open marketplace. This
would help do two things: Support a broadly based industry and
provide us a research capability that met the research agenda
rather than torquing research around to meet our existing hard-
ware.
These are principles that I think have held us in good stead

throughout the history of the program. Many of my fellow panel-
ists at this table took part in developing these history-setting guide-
lines. Since then, over 5,000 scientists participated in the use of
this capability, including participants from 20 foreign countries.

Within the United States, this participation has included 23 Feder-
al and 7 state agencies, in addition to 36 independent laboratories

such as the American Museum of Natural History. And, finally, it

has involved the active participation of 96 academic institutions. So
as you can see, it is not exactly a parochial program.

This, along with my prepared testimony, concludes the remarks I

have. I would be happy to answer any questions now or after the
panel discussion.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Ostenso may be found at the end
of the hearing.]

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you very much. Doctor. Now, we will have Dr.
Bright's testimony.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. BRIGHT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SEA
GRANT COLLEGE PROGRAM, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

Dr. Bright. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will telegraph my testi-

mony as well and hope you will recognize that I have submitted
this in written form.



The Gulf of Mexico, as you know, is subject to increasing envi-

ronmental pressure. To address the need to manage the resources

of the Gulf of Mexico, there are a considerable number of research

requirements and needs. These include the study of ecological proc-

esses relating to habitat, use and degradation, nutrient enrichment,

freshwater input, dynamics of living, marine resources, toxic mate-

rials, coastal erosion, hydrodynamics, catastrophic events, global

change, nuisance species, human health, and just a whole host of

others. We have in the Gulf of Mexico identified these as the major

issues.

There are a number of existing Federal research programs which

are addressing components of these research needs. Many of these

programs have received help and logistic support from NURP, and
many of them would benefit from logistic support from NURP.
Among these programs, the U.S. Minerals Management Service

Environmental Studies Program is pursuing some very essential re-

search on the physical oceanography of the northern Gulf of

Mexico. The NOAA Coastal Ocean Program is involved in a study

of the effects of nutrient input from the Atchafalaya and Mississip-

pi Rivers and the influence of that input on productivity and mor-

tality and the establishment of hypoxic zones offshore of Mississip-

pi, Louisiana, and Texas.

The National Marine Sanctuaries Program has recently estab-

lished the first marine sanctuary within the Gulf of Mexico proper

and administers at the Flower Garden Banks a research and moni-

toring program who foster wise use of that resource. The EPA Gulf

of Mexico Program is involved in identifying research needs in pur-

suit of wise management of marine resources in the Gulf and is

starting to solicit proposals for research to approach these needs.

The NOAA/EPA Regional Marine Research Program is engaged

in producing a plan which would identify and describe essential re-

search necessary for good water quality and healthy marine ecosys-

tem in the Gulf of Mexico. And then, finally, the four Sea Grant

Programs in the Gulf of Mexico have a 20-year record of marine

education, research, and extension in pursuit of wise use of our

marine resources.

Environmental research needs in the Gulf are so massive that

only through the collective and cooperative efforts of these and

other Federal and state programs can we ever hope to generate the

information we need to wisely manage the Gulf of Mexico marine

resources and marine ecosystem. The highest priority this commit-

tee can consider, I suggest, is enhancing Federal support for these

programs, bringing the programs up to the authorized levels

—

levels authorized by Congress—and generally support these re-

search programs across the board.

The NOAA Office of Oceanic Research Programs coordinates and

provides funding and support for the NOAA Extramural Research

Programs. This includes Sea Grant, the Regional Marine Research

Program, and NURP. These programs are national programs, but

they are exercised regionally through peer review and competitive

grants and so on. NURP, though, as I understand it, not designed

to provide specifically research support but to provide logistic sup-

port for research programs, does have a significant role to play in

this process. There is no NURP Center in the Gulf of Mexico at the



present time, but many of these programs have already received in

the past logistic support from NURP, and we can benefit from re-

ceiving NURP support in the future for those components of our

regional research efforts that involve undersea research.

I might suggest that one excellent opportunity for NURP in the

Gulf of Mexico is to join forces with the National Marine Sanctu-

ary Program in their effort to utilize a gas platform—offshore plat-

form that is actually within the boundaries of the new National

Marine Sanctuary in support of ecosystem research, deep sea re-

search, and environmental monitoring in the Gulf of Mexico.

A point I would like to make in reference to these several pro-

grams, the NOAA Office of Oceanic Research houses NURP, Sea
Grant, and Regional Marine. If NURP is going to be expanded and
new centers are going to be located, I personally feel it should be

with additional funds appropriated, and it should not result in a
situation which would put NURP in competition with the other ex-

tramural research programs of NOAA.
Basically, that is my message, and I make a plea for the commit-

tee to support the NOAA Extramural Programs across the board

and also to support, in general, the basic research programs that

are approaching the research needs for environmental quality in

the Gulf of Mexico.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Bright may be found at the end

of the hearing.]

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you, Dr. Bright. Again, we have another vote,

and I hate to leave again and be interrupted. But let me go vote,

and I will be right back, and I am hoping there won't be any more
interruptions. Thank you. I will be right back.

[Recess.]

Mr. Ortiz. Well, here we are. We are back again. We hope we
don't have any more interruptions, but who knows? Right, Curt?
Mr. Weldon. Hopefully for an hour at least.

Mr. Ortiz. Dr. Earle, whenever you are ready, you can com-
mence on your testimony.

STATEMENT OF SYLVIA A. EARLE, MARINE SCIENTIST

Dr. Earle. Mr. Chairman, and members of this subcommittee, it

is an honor to appear before you and to have an opportunity to

speak on behalf of those who favor a strong national commitment
to underwater exploration research and technology and who be-

lieve that substantial consistent funding for the National Under-
water Research Program
Mr. Ortiz. Doctor, can you get closer to your mike please so we

can
Dr. Earle. How is this?

Mr. Ortiz. That is better. Thank you.

Dr. Earle. That substantial funding is one of the best invest-

ments this country can make for the environment, for the econo-

my, for science, for technology, for the present and for the future of

the United States of America. Despite the famous zero funding syn-

drome that you described in your opening remarks, NURP has sur-

vived and accomplished near miracles with respect to keeping alive

this nation's reputation as a serious participant in civilian under-
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water activities that many equate with some of the much better-

supported programs of the National Aeronautic and Space Admin-
istration.

The comment^ "much better supported" is relative so to clarify,

it may be useful to consider the current level of funding for NURP,
about $16 million supporting six regional centers and several cross-

cutting programs. This is accomplished for significantly less than
the price tag of the space shuttle's famous new toilet, $23 million.

Despite the efforts of Congress to save NURP and the various
programs associated with it, this aspect of our nation has a tenuous
hold on the future—the apparently unwanted offspring of an
agency mandated to oversee the nation's oceanic and atmospheric
interests. Private industry has recognized the need for undersea
technology and research especially in connection with the develop-

ment of offshore oil and gas interests. But for the investment made
by industry, domestic and international and by foreign govern-
ments, technology available for civilian use would be at about the
level that aerospace technology was a half a century ago.

Of course, U.S. taxpayers have put forward billions of dollars to

implement significant advances in underwater technology for mili-

tary applications, but little of the resulting technology or the

knowledge derived from it has been made available for civilian use.

I will avoid the temptation to speculate about what we could do
with the cost of one nuclear submarine or any other significant

piece of military hardware, but I do reflect sometimes on what
might have been accomplished if NURP and its predecessors had
been appropriately supported over the years. I try to imagine what
we might now know about the nature of the planet, about how
much better prepared we could be to cope with the global environ-

mental changes that are now taking place. Instead, NURP's mis-

sion has been neglected at precisely the time costly questions about
ocean systems beg to be answered.
An example of this neglect was apparent soon after I joined

NOAA as Chief Scientist in 1990. Budget recommendations at the

time included significant sums for ocean research from satellites

that would look at water masses from high above and for fleet

modernization so that the ocean could be more effectively explored

from the surface. Ships support traditional oceanography, and cer-

tainly a great deal of important information has been gained about
the ocean by staring into a bucket of material that has been
snagged fortuitously from areas that we would know perhaps on
the same scale if we used a standard oceanographic technique to

explore Washington, DC, or my backyard in San Francisco, that is,

by flying in the sky several thousand feet above and dragging a net

and grabbing bits of this and that and taking it back to the surface

and from that try to piece together detective-like about what is

happening below.
Certainly, there are techniques today that are much more sophis-

ticated than the so-called traditional oceanographic techniques, but
ocean scientists are still limited very much by looking at the sea

from the sky above and from ships on the surface. Many have for

' Slides were used to illustrate these comments.



years longed to go beneath the surface and actually get into that

three-dimensional realm. In 1990, although there were appropria-

tions recommended for the view from above and from the surface,

recommended funding for NURP, and thus for getting to know the

ocean by getting in the ocean, was zero.

This attitude is somewhat puzzling, but it may relate to a widely

held assumption that earth, including the ocean, is already known.
In fact, what we have been able to learn by getting into the sea

has, in just the last few years, transformed our understanding not

only about the nature of the ocean as a living system but about the

creatures there seen in three dimensions instead of squished in

nets.

Some have a view that only beyond the atmosphere of this planet

are there significant new discoveries to be made, but, in fact, most
of the earth has yet to be explored or even seen for the first time

by human beings, if the entire liquid, three-dimensional ocean with

its 40,000 kilometers of mountains and more than 90 percent of

earth's living space (if you take all creatures into consideration) if

that is taken into account.

What are the costs of our ignorance about the ocean—ignorance

that might be dispelled but for the lack of appropriate technology,

and appropriate support for NURP? What are the costs of have
technology available but idle because of the lack of supporting

funds as in the case of NURP's multimillion dollar underwater lab-

oratory, Aquarius, intended for use in the Florida Keys in 1991 but

beached since its transfer from the Virgin Islands? Perhaps there

would be more information concerning the decline of Florida's val-

uable coral reefs if research had been conducted there using

Aquarius in the midst of the reefs during the past two years on a

regular basis.

A lot of work has been conducted in the Florida keys in recent

years, of course, but imagine what could be learned if we had a

focal point there dedicated to understanding our own coral reef sys-

tems from an on-location laboratory. Also what would be known
concerning the decline and loss of oxygen-producing, carbon diox-

ide-absorbing seagrass meadows in Florida Bay, Tampa Bay, and
elsewhere in the Gulf of Mexico if this nation were supporting a
vigorous national underwater research program?

Will we allow more time to pass with no clear understanding, no
clear national mandate concerning underwater exploration and re-

search while other nations move swiftly forward in terms of access

to and understanding of earth's dominant feature? That is a haunt-

ingly familiar kind of comment. This may sound like something
that we were talking about back in the '50's or '60's, "other nations

moving swiftly forward" in another realm—the space race. Many
of the same reasons that the United States has given for years in

support of development and use of technology to gain effective

working access to the skies above and space beyond can certainly

be made for access to the depths of the sea.

Sea-space parallels are wonderfully real, whether seeking an-

swers to questions about the origin of life or knowledge of how the

planet works, whether in terms of solving technological challenges

related to working in environments considered hostile to human
beings, or whether we are talking about matters that involve mili-
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tary or diplomatic strength, the sea and the space have much in

common. Certainly, technology is the key to both. On our own, we
are as earthbound as elephants, whether the goals are high in the

sky or into the depths.
Technologically and scientifically, the sea-space relationship was

demonstrated eloquently less than a month ago when NASA used

an underwater vehicle, a system called Phantom, built with private

funds by a company that I co-founded some years ago. Deep Ocean
Engineering. It was used in a NASA project as a part of a program
of technological development for access to Mars in the most Mars-
like habitat on earth, Antarctica.

What was done by the NASA scientists was fascinating. They
used a helmet remarkably like a virtual reality helmet, but in this

case it was equipped with television monitors inside the helmet
that responded to cameras that were thousands of miles away, and
the effect was reality reality, not virtual reality because the pilot,

as he turned his head and caused cameras in Antarctica to re-

spond, was getting a real-time view of what was actually happening
at the other side of earth. The idea is that this same approach can

be used from spacecraft exploring Mars or even governed from
here on earth.

This may not sound like a big technological breakthrough. We
get so inundated with new technology that this may seem a little

ho-hum, but to keep things in perspective, the first ever live televi-

sion broadcast from Antarctica occurred only a few months
before—last November—during a Good Morning America program,

again, involving NASA scientists using an underwater vehicle.

Actually, to keep this sea-space parallel in perspective, and I will

give a little historic view as well, I think it is useful to recall the

history of NOAA and NURP and my introduction to an early iter-

ation of NURP that occurred in part courtesy of NASA back in

1970. I was the leader of a team of aquanauts living in an under-

water laboratory in the U.S. Virgin Islands. It was called the Tek-

tite underwater habitat. It then operated underwater programs for

this country under the auspices of the Department of Interior and
in this case with support from the Navy and from NASA.
There was considerable interest in the behavior of those living

and working in isolation underwater for 10 days to 2 months be-

cause of the relevance of experience gained to future programs
such as Skylab for the space shuttle and the space station. We
were monitored continuously by video cameras and NASA psy-

chologists seeking insight into how men and—there was some talk

about how maybe even women might be effectively supported while

in more distant, hostile environments. Remember, this was 23

years ago.

Even the equipment we used had parallels in space gear. In addi-

tion to using conventional scuba, Tektite aquanauts were supplied

with rebreathers, the concept first developed for underwater appli-

cations but refined to a high degree, and I am confident with a

high price tag, for astronauts to make possible excursions lasting

many hours, much more so than are possible with something like

scuba or a scuba equivalent.

Since that time, underwater operations have continued. You will

hear perhaps a bit more about HYDROLAB operated under the
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auspices of NURP and its predecessor under NOAA—very effective

program that kept that spirit ahve but now, alas, dead.

When I entered the Tektite underwater laboratory as an aqua-

naut in July of 1970, NURP-like programs for this country were

being channeled through the Department of Interior, but when I

emerged two weeks later, the decision had been made to create

NOAA and move these programs and the many other things now
embraced by NOAA into the Department of Commerce. What has

evolved is not at all like what was anticipated by those who ex-

plained at the time that NOAA was intended to be a "wet NASA".
Naturally, I am a strong supporter of this country's commitment

to the space program, and but I am also among those who believe

that justification for exploration and research of the vast un-

knowns of this planet from the inside out are at least as urgent

and compelling. I certainly do not favor reducing NASA's funding

to increase ocean efforts, but there is some justification for equali-

ty. I trust that it is clear that I do not mean to imply that NASA
should henceforth be limited to the equivalent of NOAA's budget

for undersea science and technology considering especially that one

toothbrush holder for the space shuttle may cost $200,000.

As an example of the disparity between the rapid development of

aerospace capability as compared to ocean access, it is useful to

recall how much progress has been made upward and downward in

the last six and a half decades since the time that Charles Lind-

bergh made his historic first solo crossing of the Atlantic. Soon
thereafter, in the early 1930's, William Beebe and Otis Barton

made the first successful descents in history to about half a mile

beneath the surface of that same ocean.

Today, it is still considered remarkable to be able to work at that

depth—a half a mile beneath the surface. We can, of course, go

deeper, but it is still not an easy or ordinary thing. I am among
one of the privileged few who have piloted small submersibles that

deep and have participated as a scientific researcher in others in-

cluding a dive that I made while serving as Chief Scientist of

NOAA in the deepest diving submersible operating today. It is not

a U.S. submersible. It is the Japanese Shinkai 6500.

This three-person system is one of a global fleet of but five

manned submersibles capable of traveling to as much as about half

the ocean's depth. France has one, the Nautile. The U.S. Navy op-

erates the Sea Cliff. Occasionally, the Sea Cliff allows civilian sci-

entists aboard usually under the auspices of NURP. Russia has two
launched in 1987 and from the beginning dedicated to scientific re-

search and exploration and rather often allows U.S. scientists to

participate. Some are right now participating in a project in the

Pacific. Too often U.S. scientists must go to other countries asking

for access to their technology. Where is ours and where is our lead-

ership?
The Shinkai 6500 is the deepest diving submersible now in oper-

ation. The U.S. submarine, Alvin, has been in operation since 1964

at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. It is a proven workhorse
that continues to produce an astonishingly rich track record of per-

formance in depths to 4,000 meters, about the average depth of the

ocean—not by any means half the ocean's depth. NURP contrib-

utes to its operation in collaboration with NSF and the U.S. Navy,
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and there is also an active and effective program involving remote-
ly operated vehicle technology and development of such systems at

Woods Hole.
Two Johnson-Sea-Link submersibles have been operated for un-

dersea research by Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution since

about 1970, 23 years ago, sometimes using funds provided by
NURP. Funding for operation of other small submersibles and re-

motely operated vehicles is provided through our national agency.

At the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, something
new has come about in just the last few years—important develop-

ments in remotely operated vehicle technology supported with pri-

vate funds largely contributed by industrialist and philanthropist

David Packard. Hundreds of small ROVs have been produced in

the past decade by U.S. companies. This has been possible largely

because of the market provided by national and international in-

dustry and military interests. Is it not ironic that we do not have
in parallel a substantial Federal commitment to capitalize on, coop-

erate with and provide encouragement for these effective and
largely private endeavors through a vigorous National Underwater
Research Program? Rather, world leadership for underwater tech-

nology and research has moved to Japan.
Back in 1960, I think it is fair to say, that the U.S. had the lead.

This was illustrated in a dramatic way when the Trieste was oper-

ated by the U.S. Navy for once-and-never-more descent to the deep-

est part of the ocean, to the bottom of the Mariana Trench, about
seven miles down. Soon, however, Japan will have the only work-
ing access to full ocean depth. The Trieste vehicles, and there were
three, have been retired for several years. But this year, an un-

manned vehicle operating from a dedicated support ship will be
launched by JAMSTEC, Japan's reasonably well-funded national

facility for undersea technology and research. And within the next

year or two, a manned system capable of going all the way to

11,000 meters will be produced, giving Japan unique access to an
area in the deep sea about the size of the United States, a place

where no other country will have working access.

The deep trenches harbor a high-pressure environment unlike

anywhere—on this planet or any other. Geologists are as eager to

understand grand earth processes that occur in the subduction

areas at the bottom of these deep trenches as are the biologists who
want to know what lives there and how? With luck, Japan will be

generous and allow U.S. participation in JAMSTEC's bold and com-
mendable ventures.
Meanwhile, the U.S. counterpart agency to JAMSTEC—NURP—

faces an uncertain future as does the overall role of the United
States with respect to undersea research and exploration. While
the future of Russia's advanced systems, the deep diving MIR I and
MIR II, and the programs that support them, also face uncertain-

ties. Other countries in addition to Japan are moving strongly for-

ward. The first distinctively new design in more than a decade for

a deep-manned research submersible was built by a U.S. company
in 1984 but using funds from Canada for a Canadian company. The
latest new design is also being produced and two advanced submer-
sibles built by the same U.S. company with funding from a commu-
nications firm not in the U.S. but in France. This is not surprising
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in a way since France has an ongoing tradition of national support

for underwater research and exploration and for the underlying

technology. That is on a national scale as well as through commer-
cial means.

Recently, our tradition in these matters has been one of tragic

indifference. There is little doubt that the oceans are in trouble in

ways that are economically and environmentally damaging. Con-

cerns range from the decline and destruction of once thriving fish-

eries that this committee has no doubt heard much about to the

decline and destruction of entire ecosystems such as coral reefs and
productive seagrass meadows in Florida and the Gulf of Mexico.

What are the consequences of deep sea dumping and how do ocean

ecosystems respond to oil spills, trash, toxic chemicals? What can

we do to restore damaged areas underwater? And how can places

in good condition such as the National Marine Sanctuaries that

were described by Dr. Bright—how can these be evaluated and how
do we understand them and then protect them effectively consider-

ing that these are, in fact, three-dimensional realms? By what
means can the nation's overall ocean assets be assessed?

Knowledge gained through the National Underwater Research

Program can help, but to do so, this program needs help. I am
among a growing constituency including a great many creatures in

the ocean who cannot speak for themselves who sincerely hope
that you will act. You know the motto of those of us who are en-

thusiastic about support for NURP—"As we look skyward and sup-

port our efforts in space, at the same time, onward and down-
ward." Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Earle may be found at the end of

the hearing.]

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you, Dr. Earle, for your very enlightening and
interesting testimony. Now we will hear from Dr. Fox. Doctor, you
can proceed.

STATEMENT OF PAUL JEFF FOX, UNIVERSITY-NATIONAL OCEAN-
OGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY OF RHODE
ISLAND

Dr. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommit-
tee, a pleasure to be here. I speak to you today on behalf of the

deep submergence science community. By deep submergence I

mean those of us that conduct research in water depths in excess of

1,000 meters, and I speak to you in my capacity as Chair of the

Deep Submergence Science Committee.
I will just touch upon subjects brought up in my written testimo-

ny in the interest of time, and in so doing, I will point out where I

think NURP has made a substantial contribution to our efforts in

the abyss.

If we for a moment could pretend that we were aliens orbiting

this planet and before us was the question how to assess its proper-

ties, I don't think it would take an intellectual greyhound to

decide, if we only had one probe to make, that this probe would be

designed to investigate our ocean. 70 percent of the earth's surface

is covered by water. You can assess the properties of the continents

68-665 - 93 - 2
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relatively well indirectly, but except for the upper few meters of

the oceans, you must enter it.

Ironically, as we stand on the threshold of the 21st century, the
inhabitants of the earth are faced with a similar situation. We
have learned in the last 20 years enough about the innerspace to

realize that fundamental questions in chemistry, biology, and geolo-

gy can only be answered unless we develop and utilize technologies

to enter the vast global innerspace and the seabed that lies be-

neath it.

To give you one example of the nature of the compelling scientif-

ic questions that face us, let me just say that we know enough
about the biology of our planet and of the oceans to realize that

our biggest gap in our understanding of its biology is the biology of

the innerspace. We have learned enough to know that the greatest

biomass and the greatest diversity of communities exists within the

ocean. Significant solutions to fundamental societal questions such
as toxic waste dumping or the global carbon cycle will be inad-

equately addressed if we don't properly characterize and under-
stand the dynamics of this biomass that exists within our inner-

space.

We are fortunate in this country to have on our side to address

these significant scientific questions a robust scientific community
of trained investigators in chemistry, biology, and geology scattered

at several hundred U.S. academic institutions. For example, in the

last five years, over 1,200 of these investigators have made dives on
our submersible Alvin addressing significant scientific questions.

The technological assets that are so necessary to provide the cogni-

tive, manipulative and interactive capabilities needed to carry out
scientific experiments in the abyss are fortunately in place in the

U.S. community. On one hand, we have the tried-and-true work-
horse Alvin, which Sylvia talked about, with a limitation of 4,000

meters. This workhorse has been serving U.S. scientists for over 20

years and has made over 2,000 dives. It is a national facility. It is

funded by a tripartite agreement from the Office of Naval Re-

search, NOAA-NURP Program, and NSF. It was recognized by
these agencies some 20 years ago that if this facility was going to

survive, it had to be a national facility, and Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution has ably managed that facility in the succeed-

ing years.

We have two other deep diving submersibles in our quiver. They
are managed by the U.S. Navy, and historically, unfortunately,

they have been not particularly productive in terms of the needs of

the research community. The submersible Turtle has a depth limi-

tation of 3,000 meters; the submersible Sea Cliff, 6,000 meters. For-

tunately, in the last couple of years, NOAA-NURP has been work-
ing with the Navy to better manage those assets, and there is a

real hope and expectation on the part of the scientific community
that with NURP's involvement, access and reliability of the Sea
Cliff and its 6,000 meter capability will be available to the commu-
nity. It is important to keep in mind that those 2,000 meters of ad-

ditional depth capability that we gain with Sea Cliff over Alvin

permits us to access 98 percent of the watery abyss with that 6,000

meter capability, whereas with Alvin and its 4,000 meter capabil-

ity, we can only access approximately 42 percent of the watery
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abyss. Those 2,000 meters buy us a great deal in terms of opening
up our last frontier.

We are also on the threshold of the addition of a new technology
to deep submergence science. In the last few years, engineers and
scientists have successfully hardened the capabilities of remotely
operated vehicles which, for the last two decades, have been so suc-

cessful in shallow water applications both in industry and in sci-

ence. They are now hardened to depths that can take us to the

deepest parts of the ocean. These new ROVs hold tremendous po-

tential for us in that they open up horizons in terms of greater

access to the depths, time in the water, and time on the bottom.
To manage these technologies, whether they be manned or un-

manned, takes a tremendous infrastructure in terms of the exper-

tise of the scientists and engineers; without that infrastructure, the
systems cannot be properly maintained, and developed so they
remain on the cutting edge of their capabilities. It was, I think,

largely for this reason that the tripartite agreement some 20 years
ago between the Office of Naval Research, NOAA, and NSF was
created. They recognized that Alvin could not succeed unless there

were some sort of safety net that would ensure that this intellectu-

al reservoir was on hand to see that the Alvin system was there
and properly maintained. I think it is very important to consider

when we look at these assets that we must have centers of excel-

lence with continuity because this expertise, once it leaves, is not

easily rehired. It is not easily found on the street.

To conclude, let me just point out what I think are some of the
problems facing us with respect to deep submergence science; I

think there is a short-term problem and a longer-term problem.
The short-term problem is that the national facility represented
presently by the submersible Alvin, and recently added to with an
ROV capability, the Jason-Medea system, each year hangs by a
thread in terms of its funding future because of vagaries in the
way the three agencies are funded.
To give you the most recent example, this past year in '93, the

NOAA-NURP budget was partitioned, and in so doing, it essential-

ly compromised NOAA's contribution to the Alvin such that

NOAA administrators, who had their hands tied by this partition-

ing, could not commit to a level of support, or even say that they
could make a contribution to Alvin in '93. That in itself is serious,

but you must realize that the program is like a string of pearls,

and you start to remove one or two of those pearls, and the string

loses its continuity. So the whole program was held hostage right

up until the last moment, making it very hard to develop the na-

tionally and internationally competitive program that is necessary.

In addition, we have recently, as I mentioned, added this marvel-
ous new ROV capability in the national facility, the Jason-Medea
system, but the bottom line has remained the same. We are faced
with an almost Solomon-like decision, at a time when we are faced

with exciting, societally compelling scientific questions, we have a
new tool added to our capabilities to address these questions, and
yet we have to decide whether we use the Alvin and its reliable

capabilities or we use the ROV.
Those are short-term problems. I think the longer-term problem,

and Sylvia touched upon this, is that we really need, I think, a na-
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tional policy—a national commitment to investigate this planet's

last and best frontier. I think the scientific questions are profound.

I think the societal rewards, both in terms of societal needs as well

as something more intangible, and that is the sense of excitement,

the sense of the unknown, the sense of exploration which has

driven mankind through history and evolution, are there standing

before us. In addition, the abyss is a lever for training students in

science and education. All of those issues, I think, go hand in hand
and follow in the wake of a vigorous national program.

So,I close with a challenge for you to think beyond these near-

term problems and concerns, and try to look ahead and think of a

solution to this longer-term need which faces us. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Fox may be found at the end of

the hearing.]

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you very much. Dr. Fox, for your testimony.

We have been joined by another colleague of ours, a member of the

subcommittee. Congressman Green, from the Houston area. Last,

but certainly not least, we will hear from Dr. Wicklund. Doctor.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT I. WICKLUND, DIRECTOR, CARIBBEAN
MARINE RESEARCH CENTER

Dr. Wicklund. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is certainly a pleas-

ure to be here today to express my views on undersea research. I

would first like to say that you may hear some things that you
have already heard before, and it is not that we plagiarize each

other's testimony, we just think alike.

I first would like to offer some background information on under-

sea research, its contribution to our knowledge of the oceans, and
our ultimate ability to properly protect, manage, and utilize the re-

sources. I remember back in the '60's, when I think we were far

ahead in some respects than we are right now in undersea technol-

ogy, there was a large anticipation that undersea research and
study in the oceans from an unseen vantage point was going to pay
off in large dividends.

Companies such as Grumman, Lockheed, General Dynamics were
all building submersibles at that time. There must have been over

100 built during the early to late '60's. Even General Mills, a cereal

company, had a submarine on the drawing boards. The Navy un-

dersea habitat Sealab was launched in over 200 feet of water with

some great promise that people were going to be studying the

oceans from an undersea vantage point for long periods of time.

And as Sylvia pointed out, the Trieste made a dive to the deepest

part of the ocean in the Marianas Trench one time and was never

done again.
Unfortunately—I don't like to pick again on the space program,

but at that time it was underway, and even though the country

was in fairly good economic times, we couldn't compete with the

former Soviets for space and build an oceans program at the same
time. Therefore, for lack of an undersea Sputnik, we were left

behind. It seems that the space people have a lot better capability

to find these kind of things to push the program than we do.

In the '70's, NOAA was founded, and the Stratton Commission-
that was the body that recommended that NOAA be formed—rec-
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ommended also that there be a small undersea research program
which was called MUST. MUST lasted for a few years and then

was reorganized in 1980, as Dr. Ostenso explained before. The new
program, National Undersea Research Program, had at that time

four regional projects in Hawaii, North Carolina, California, and
the Virgin Islands. Connecticut was added in 1984, my own center

in 1986, Alaska in 1990, and New Jersey in 1991. With the closing

of the Virgin Island lab and the moving of California, there are

now six centers throughout the country.

During NURP's tenure, the quality of research and researchers

have grown steadily, the science having evolved from mainly obser-

vational, natural history-type programs in the past to now sophisti-

cated studies and experimentation. Over 1,000 papers have been
published by NURP-supported projects over the past nine years.

Just to give you some statistics, in 1992 alone, NURP supported re-

search that involved over 8,000 scuba/nitrox dives, 706 submersible

dives, and 407 ROV dives. I will talk a little bit about the science

in a second. In addition to NOAA's research mission, each center

has developed its own research agenda that responds to regional

needs in its geographic region of responsibility. Sometimes these

overlap a bit, but in most cases, that works out very well.

I can't even begin to list the accomplishments of the NURP Pro-

gram, but just to point out a few that NURP has taken the lead, is

studies of the 106-mile dumpsite in New York Bight, inspection of

deep oil and gas wells off the southeast coast and in the Gulf of

Mexico, monitoring of the health of coral reefs which are in bad
shape right now, in situ fisheries research that lead to manage-
ment of species, and deep sea geological processes.

Studies at my own laboratory that I can speak a little bit more
about includes development of a low-cost system for measuring ul-

traviolet light underwater using DNA. There is very little expense,

costing just a few cents to get a measurement. We have four years

of study on the Queen conch which is a very important species

throughout the Caribbean and in Florida. It is now declared endan-
gered by the International Commission on Trade in Endangered
Species, and we are working toward enhancing these stocks. We
studied recruitment processes of grouper, conch, and lobster toward
the predicting year-class strengths essential to the management of

the species in the future.

Mr. Chairman, NURP has matured quite a bit over the years in

terms of scientific capability, but it is still considered the stepchild

of the Administration. If it wasn't for Congress, NURP would not

exist right now. As you know, over the past 10 years or so, NURP
has been zeroed out, and Congress has put the money back in, al-

lowing NURP to not only survive but to prosper over the last 10

years. We don't believe that national undersea programs should be
an invisible one, and believe it should be supported by the Admin-
istration. We have high hopes that this may happen in the future.

But, in the meantime, we are still hopeful that Congress will

remain our friends as they have for so many years.

I was on a panel several years ago in 1986 that produced the

report "New Directions for NOAA's Undersea Research" in which
we recommended fairly high appropriations, as well as to build two
systems, one, a 10,000 meter system that would go to the deepest
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part of the ocean, going along with some of the other testimony
you have heard.
We, the scientists and the centers, applaud the House of Repre-

sentatives and the Senate both for their efforts in trying to get
through a bill. Last year, the National Undersea Research Pro-
gram Act of 1992 passed the House, almost got through the Senate,
and, unfortunately, was killed in the last minutes of the last Con-
gress. This legislation is absolutely essential to assure stability in

the programs, both nationally and regionally, and we hope that a
new bill will be introduced this year. We feel that it is absolutely
essential to give a message that undersea research is here to stay.

I have some comments on the bill, and hopefully we can work
with your staff later on if a bill is introduced with some specific

information that we would like to give them. And I would just like

to say that, again, we really do appreciate the foresight and sup-
port of undersea research by Congress over the years and feel that
if it wasn't for Congress, we basically would be studying the oceans
from a glass-bottom bucket. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wicklund may be found at the
end of the hearing.]

Mr. Ortiz. Doctor, thank you very much for sharing with us your
ideas and, of course, your views. Certainly, this has been very, very
interesting testimony. At this time, I would like to ask a few brief

questions and then open the floor to members to see if they might
have questions from this panel.

I would like to address this question to the entire panel. Do you
feel that the $16 million appropriated last year for NURP is ade-

quate to support the needs of the civilian undersea research com-
munity? If not, how much more additional funding is needed so

that you all can adequately do the job that has to be done?
Dr. Earle. The answer to the question is no—inadequate. How

much? What is it that we want to accomplish? It is easy to dream.
The price tag can be small, and the accomplishment small. The
price tag can be large, and the accomplishment small depending on
how it is used. The funding needs to be coupled, of course, with a
wise plan. There are many people eager to contribute to such a
plan, and many people have been working toward that end.

You have heard in this testimony of earnest efforts to try to ad-

dress what the National Underwater Research Program should be,

and we are far short of the goals that are set out as defined by
these various studies, and it isn't just what we have heard in dis-

cussions today. I mean, the National Academies have had various

times in the past few years looking at issues, but the funding stays

low, and it seems to be a low priority. And I don't mean to pick on
poor NOAA or the Department of Commerce.

I think it is a national issue, that if we as a nation are commit-
ted to a strong national underwater research program, the agencies

responsible for this will follow and take the lead that the Nation as

a whole gives. But we have struggled with this profile that people

take for granted perhaps that we already have the answers to the
questions that NURP is addressing. The truth is we don't have the
answers. We really need to draw on the expertise and develop a
strong national plan and the funding to go with it.
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I could certainly imagine using to good advantage the level of

funding that is appropriated for NASA, turn it inward. We could

not do it overnight, but NASA didn't grow up overnight either.

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you. Anybody else? Go ahead. Dr. Bright.

Dr. Bright. I think there are around the country holes in the

services that NURP supplies. For example, our region, the Gulf of

Mexico, is served by the North Carolina program. And whereas
that program has, indeed, supplied a great deal of support for our
undersea research in the Gulf of Mexico, it hasn't been sufficient to

cover the needs by any means. And I think you will find California

may have a similar problem.
If we are to cover these needs that the research community has,

it is going to require additional funds. For example, if we establish

new centers in the regions that have demonstrated needs for

NURP services, it is going to require additional funds. And insofar

as the current funding level, it is barely adequate. It just follows

that any expansion of the program will require a larger budget.

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you. Now, what can we do as a committee to

facilitate the development of a national strategic and commitment
to deep submergence research? Maybe you can add as to what this

committee can do and how we can help as well? Who would like to

follow with those two questions?

Dr. Fox. That is a very good question, and I think it is a lot

easier to identify the need than it is to identify the solution within
the fabric of the American political system, if you will, and I don't

have the answer to that question. I think it is an answer though
that has got to come from a mix of perspectives that involves scien-

tists within academia, within those Federal agencies that have
strong commitments already to understanding our innerspace, as

well as representatives from industry. Out of that, I think we first

have to identify the compelling reasons why we have to do what we
wish to do—identify the strong and robust rationale and then con-

struct a plan that works within the existing Federal agencies and
within the political system.
Now, I don't think it is something, as much as I would like, that

can, for example, come from this subcommittee in one legislative

session. I think you can do an awful lot to shore up and maintain
the health of, for example, the NURP Program in the short-term
and give the community an opportunity to harness its arguments
and its capabilities to construct the rationale which would then be
found compelling here in the halls of power in Washington. I don't

know if others at the table

Mr. Ortiz. Anybody else? Dr. Earle?
Dr. Earle. Just one additional comment, that the oceans—and

this program is one example—need champions—individuals who
will take the leadership, make that extra effort, work with the
people who care and who will just work their hearts out to make
something happen. But the doors could be opened by individuals

who can extend the invitation for people to provide the information
and develop a plan. The vision is there. I have heard it many times
in the scientific and technological community and elsewhere. I

think that this is the opportune time to move strongly forward, but
we need leaders. We need individuals who will be the champions.
Mr. Ortiz. Thank you. Doctor, go right ahead.
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Dr. OsTENSO. Yes. We in the Administration are faced with the
same awesome task that you in the Legislative Branch are and
that is there are more important things to do than there are re-

sources available to do them all and do them as well as you would
like. It is true that under existing funding meritorious proposals
are going unfunded—that is a true statement—but that is true in
other parts of governmental endeavor too.

Our management philosophy is to take what funds are available
and use them as effectively as possible. The design of the program
was purposely intended to allow the flexibility that comes with
change in research priorities in both a short and a longer term. Ac-
cordingly, over the years, we have, as appropriate, closed down op-
erations and started new ones and so forth. So aside from the total

availability of resources, which are scarce for everyone in every en-
deavor of life, is the issue that to the degree that funding is ear-

marked, it does erode upon the ability of the research community
to set its own priorities and of the administrative office of the
NURP Program to try and use the funds that are available as ef-

fectively as possible.

Mr. Ortiz. Anybody else?

Dr. WiCKLUND. Yes.
Mr. Ortiz. Go ahead. Doctor.
Dr. WiCKLUND. Your question was what the subcommittee could

do to help the deep submergence program and NURP in general. I

think the only way that the program is going to grow and reach
the point where we can actually start building deep submergence
systems is there has to be a joint effort between Congress and the
Administration, and I think the only way that is going to happen is

if we do get an authorization bill, I think that is going to go a long
way to help us with the Administration, with 0MB. I mean, that is

where the problem has been right along. Once the budget gets
down to OMB, they cut NURP Program money out, and there is

just not a high enough priority back in the Department of Com-
merce to put it back in. So even though an authorization bill is not
going to guarantee that we are going to get in the budget, it is cer-

tainly going to help a lot. Thank you.
Dr. Earle. Hear; hear.
Mr. Ortiz. Thank you. Anybody else? If not, I would like to yield

to my good friend, the ranking minority member, Mr. Weldon, for

questions that he might have.
Mr. Weldon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and let me thank all of

you for your testimony. For those of you who I missed, I apologize.

I did read your testimony and appreciate your comments. Mr.
Chairman, I have a number of questions I would like to submit for

the record, and if it is agreeable with you, I would like to ask you
all if you could respond to us because a lot of the data that we will

collect will be helpful to us as this debate proceeds throughout this

session of Congress.
I do have some specific things I would like to discuss, and one of

them follows your lead, Mr. Chairman, about what we can do on
this committee. I spoke to the Council on Ocean Affairs several
weeks ago about how we can focus more attention on our marine
ecosystem and how we can provide more visibility on those issues

within Congress. That is what we are talking about.
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I think you have made the case very well today. Inside the belt-

way, you not only need to present the logic, but also you need to

stimulate interest and get the attention and the imagination of the

American people and this institution. You must help us accomplish

that, and there are a number of ways that you can do that. I would
say to you that you are not going to have a more cooperative bipar-

tisan effort than you have in this session of this Congress.

The way we can accomplish this is by getting members out to see

some of the specific projects that you are working on. We will be

happy to host that—perhaps to see the Jason project, which I hap-

pened to see a special on, on national television several weeks ago.

As a former educator, I was very impressed with what I saw. It is

important to get out and see some of the programs underway and
see, feel, touch and bring the media along with us in an effort to

heighten awareness. Also, we could conduct workshops for staff

members on this subcommittee, the full committee, and perhaps in

Congress—to to learn more about what is going on and what needs
to be done. Also, you could help us write ibid pieces to focus the

attention on what the leadership of Congress is doing.This would
encourage the media across the country to get involved because, as

you know, even though we are all pushing for funding on impor-

tant issues, there is a tight squeeze of dollars now. However, we
always manage to find a way to fund those things that capture the

attention and the imagination of the American people.

And I agree with the witness today. While we continue to put the

amount of money that we are putting into NASA,it does not indi-

cate that the initiatives you have put forth today, and have been
working on for the last two decades, are no less important than
NASA initiatives. In fact, the same people who get on the floor and
talk about more government funding for NASA are the same ones

who criticize the government for funding submergence research. I

think we have got to help you turn that around. I would say to you
starting out, use us. I think we can be there for you over the next
two years—as a voice and a tool for you to carry that message for-

ward and to be the champions of your cause, if you will.

You have done the research. You are the experts. Your knowl-
edge in your testimony was right on the mark. Now you must
allow this subcommittee and its members to take your message to

the other members of Congress to ensure that the importance of

undersea research is realized. I think that this is doable; not only
through an authorization bill, but also through an awareness proc-

ess that has got to occur along with legislation. Education is clearly

needed. Clearly, NASA and the space program have done that very
successfully, and in turn, have grabbed the attention of the Con-
gress.

In regard to the issues being discussed today—both Dr. Fox and
Dr. Earle discussed the need for a national strategy. Dr. Fox, in

your testimony, you discussed the need for a deep submergence
strategy and implementation plan. Who should be the lead agency?
Should it be NOAA? Should it be a consortium? Should we as the

members of this committee get the full Merchant Marine Commit-
tee to encourage a panel to come together and prepare a national

plan? Could this serve as a rallying point for where undersea re-

search is going and what amount of money we should request to
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fund research? I would like to open this first question to all of you
for discussion. Who should be doing a plan, and how should it be
convened? Should it be NOAA, or should it be an academic consor-
tium, or the research world coming together with government, and
what role should the policymakers play in that process?

Dr. Fox. I think it should cast a wider net than NOAA, although
NOAA and the other Federal agencies that have a presence in this

research should all be involved. From my own perspective, and it

may just reflect my roots, I think the National Academy of Sci-

ences historically has often played a role serving as a medium in
which studies like this could take place. They serve, I believe, at
the invitation of Congress and the Senate, and so maybe requests
from you to them to sponsor such an analysis would be the appro-
priate way to go. And that, of course, should involve Federal agen-
cies, members of academia, industry representation, and policy
people as well, I believe, because ultimately it is an integrated solu-

tion. That is my perspective.

Mr. Weldon. Dr. Fox, I am interested in your response. Perhaps,
Mr. Chairman, this subcommittee could, along with the support of
the full committee, request the individuals here and the research
community to help us identify and to come together to begin to lay
the groundwork for development of such a comprehensive strategy
that would allow us to better do job in terms of networking with
our colleagues. Perhaps this is something we could work on in this

session of Congress. By working with you and the individuals here
today, we could begin to identify who the players are. I assume ev-

eryone at this table would be a part of that process. Would anyone
else care to comment on that?

Dr. Earle. I would just like to make the observation about how
effective the recommendations of the Stratton Commission were
back in the '60's, and that was a cross-cutting group with a lot of
influence. It was organized at a high level. Perhaps a Stratton
Commission for the '90's could emerge and be really listened to, not
just—I mean, there are a lot of committees that have met and
made recommendations, but they have not been organized at the
level where what they say has an appropriate audience so it has
not been as effective as what you are proposing here.
Mr. Weldon. I agree with that. I suggest that we develop a work

group to discuss the beginnings of a comprehensive plan; and along
with the support of the Chairman, who has the ear of the Adminis-
tration, we could take that plan to the White House and elicit their

support in making this a national priority. This would give it the
visibility that you all have so eloquently stated is necessary here
today. I think that is doable, Mr. Chairman. However, it is only
doable if you all are willing to work with us in that regard.

Dr. Fox. I think you would find no shortage of enthusiasm from
those of us here today and a host of colleagues that stand behind
us.

Mr. Weldon. Mr. Chairman, I have another line of questioning I

would like to discuss briefly. I have a thousand things I could ask.

One particular area that struck me, Dr. Earle, in your testimony,
was your discussion about the millions of dollars, probably tens and
hundreds of millions of dollars that we have spent through the
military for underwater technology.
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Dr. Earle. Big B—billions.

Mr. Weldon. Mr. Ortiz and I both sit on the Armed Services
Committee so we have joint friendship—;—

Mr. Ortiz. And we know that $16 million doesn't go far.

Mr. Weldon. We sneeze and spend more in the military than
you have spent in the entire undersea program, and that is an un-
fortunate statement. But I think we both share an interest in

wanting to know how we can better help you, not just from our
leadership position on this subcommittee, but also through our
leadership on the Armed Services Committee. We also want to help
you access some of the existing military undersea technology. This
includes equipment, hardware, and access to some research capa-
bilities. I don't mean to speak for you, Mr. Chairman, but I know I

am ready to take that issue up.

We are looking for the kinds of conversion of R & D that has
been gained through the military and, in turn, applying it in the
private sector. That is the big buzzword down here. There is a
golden opportunity this session of Congress if you are willing to

help us identify those areas. Even though we are on the Armed
Services Committee, to be very honest and frank with you, I am
not aware of the amount of money we have spent in this area and
would like to learn more about that.

Perhaps you could help us access some of the funding that has
been provided through the military for materials and research labs

and make them available for the undersea research community
that you all represent. I would be very interested in working with
you on that as well. Would you like to respond to that. Dr. Earle?

Dr. Earle. Yes. I am really pleased with the win-win potential

that is there, and there are signs already that this may be in the
process of happening with some of the developments that are now
becoming open to a wider community, that some of the acoustic in-

formation, for example, that has been tightly classified for good
reasons in the past may now become available for a wider use.

A very modest example—I had a personal experience with when
I was Chief Scientist of NOAA, I had an opportunity to try out
some night-vision goggles that the Army has developed for use in

the Gulf War—well, for other applications as well, but as a result
of that introduction, it has been possible on a number of occasions
to essentially borrow those tools for observing dolphins at night, for

example, with insights gained that otherwise would simply be im-
possible. I also used them in the Shinkai 6500 looking at biolu-

minescence because they intensify the small amount of light that is

available at great depths through natural sources. Looking at

turtle behavior at night is another example. So much happens that
we are normally blind to that this extraordinary equipment makes
visible.

That is a tiny fraction of the technology that is there, but it is

one personal example. If the door is opened even on a modest scale

there could be great gains.Perhaps more than just the technology

—

perhaps some facilities as well—could be shared.
Mr. Weldon. Before Dr. Fox responds, I appreciate your com-

ments, and again, I think, you should use us as a vehicle to go to

the military to access funding and equipment. You are the experts
and know where this work has been done and where the focus is
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within the Pentagon establishment. We are the ones who can help
you access that information, and help determine the availability of

the equipment, the hardware, the programs, the technologies

—

please use us for that.

I would make that same point to the entire undersea research
community so we can help you in your effort to get the military to

be more responsive and more open in sharing what information
and what programs they have. Also, we can examine a shift in

funding. With the redownsize of the military, there may be some
shifting of dollars rather than eliminate programs wholesale. Per-

haps we can keep the research programs intact but shift it to a ci-

vilian sector because it has application for the kinds of needs you
are talking about. That type of movement is very much the in

thing here in the beltway now, and we want to help you take ad-

vantage of that. Now, I am sorry. Dr. Fox, you wanted to respond.

Dr. Fox. Well, I am absolutely thrilled with your comments be-

cause you have put your finger on a marvelous opportunity, and
may I just give you an example or two. Last fall, we hosted a meet-
ing here in Washington that brought together engineers and scien-

tists to look at the state of technology in deep submergence science.

I happened to be the Chair in my capacity as Chair of the Deep
Submergence Science Committee, and I got a call from a fellow

who was with one of the Navy—what I call the dark side of the

Navy—labs in San Diego that historically we never hear of on the

civilian side, and he asked if he could attend, that he would like to

present some information about an autonomous underwater vehi-

cle. I said, "Certainly." I was somewhat skeptical.

He arrived and he made a presentation about a dazzling piece of

technology that the Navy had developed that was essentially an
autonomous vehicle that could go to 6,500 meters, travel at six

knots, image the sea floor at a resolution that was state-of-the-art,

and had a telemetering system to the surface so that you could pro-

gram and interrogate the system. You could zoom in, and hover
over the object if you saw a target. I mean, it represented a system
that we had only dreamed of. The Navy had spent $24 million de-

veloping this system, and now the need had gone away, and they

were about to mothball it. Here is an example of a tool that if we
could transit it over into the private sector and find a way to

create infrastructure support, it could begin to open up this inner-

space frontier in a way that just wasn't possible before.

So I am very heartened by your comments, and, indeed, again, I

think it comes as no surprise to you if you hear us say we will defi-

nitely work with you. This is just one example of a number. Nucle-

ar submarines under the arctic ice—a vast opportunity. The Navy
SOSUS array—I mean, we have the oceans wired for sound. They
are about to turn this system off. It is a system that we can use to

assess properties of the ocean that can't be addressed in any other

way.
Mr. Weldon. That is exciting, and perhaps, Mr. Chairman, we

can, through this subcommittee and the full committee, bring to-

gether the Navy, the appropriate groups, and R&D labs and oper-

atives, that you all I am sure know, with representatives of the re-

search community, such as yourselves, and provide for that inter-

face. The fact that we make the commitment to be there ourselves
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as members would give you the kind of access that you have not

had and perhaps will open new doors. I think in the end everyone
would see it is a win. And I think the military would see it as a
win, especially in these tight times where their budgets are being

reduced.
I am excited about the possibilities. There are a lot of other ques-

tions I would like to ask of all of our witnesses. I have questions for

each of the witnesses here. I will submit them for the record be-

cause I don't want to dominate the questions today. Thank you all

and remember this is a beginning. I think there is unlimited poten-

tial here. We are telling you we want to work with you in a very

productive way. We have a new Administration that I think is

going to be open to these kinds of new R&D opportunities and
economic opportunities. It is really on us as to whether or not we
will succeed. We are going to rely on you to work with us as we
call upon you for that interaction. Thank you.

[Questions by Mr. Weldon may be found at the end of the hear-

ing.]

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you. This is very true. Not too long ago we
were able to transfer a couple of vessels to Texas A&M and the

State of Maine. You would be surprised as to how much equipment
is sitting in many, many places outside of the United States. And
maybe the staff can look at the equipment that is there and make
it accessible to you so that you can put it to good use. We support

you. We believe in what you do. You are committed. You are dedi-

cated. And we do not want to fall behind. And this is—you know,
to some it is a new frontier. The stakes are very, very high. We do
not and we cannot afford to stay behind. You have got the support

of this committee. We might have another vote in a few minutes,

but I would like to pass on now to my good friend and another
leader from the State of Texas who will have questions for you. Mr.
Green.
Mr. Green. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-

nity. First, I would like to associate myself with the comments
from Congressman Weldon. I have only served here for three

months, but I can understand the frustration of putting it all to-

gether except for the NASA. Coming from Houston, you can under-

stand where I wouldn't want to try and transfer any of that fund-

ing from NASA.
One of the concerns I have though, and I think it was discussed a

little bit on what I would call cross-pollination between the Navy
and the other agencies that have undersea responsibilities, whether
it be Sea Grant or National Science Foundation or NURP, to make
sure that there is coordination between all the agencies. And I

know there is not as much between the Navy, you know, from this

hearing that we would like, and I think the suggestions are much
better. But is there a coordination between all the agencies so we
can really speak with one voice when we are talking about issues

of undersea? Dr. Bright or any panel?
Dr. Bright. I think there is not adequate coordination at this

point in time, and I don't know exactly how to approach that, but
there are, as we know, a number of agencies, a number of pro-

grams that are being continually started and cranked up, and a lot

of times they have overlapping objectives. In the Gulf of Mexico,
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we are tr3dng to coordinate that insofar as is possible through the
EPA Gulf of Mexico Program and just kind of forcing these pro-

grams together. We haven't had total success. I think that is a
problem that needs to be worked on. I don't know exactly how to

approach it, but certainly on a regional basis, coordination for envi-

ronmental studies and the marine environment that involve all the
programs is something that is very desirable.

We could come up with some schemes. A strong recommendation
from a committee such as this might be helpful in forcing some-
thing like that to happen. I am pretty sure it could be done even on
an interstate basis, but exactly what the mechanism is, I don't
know, but I think you put your finger on a very important need at

least on a regional basis.

Mr. Green. I think, you know, when you compare it to NASA,
you know, we don't have a whole lot of different agencies or
groups. You know, they speak with one voice, and I think we would
probably get more attention if that were the case.

Dr. Bright. Well, you know, you talk about NASA. There is a
Space Grant Program. There is a Sea Grant Program—Land
Grant—and EPA and all these programs. I happen to know that
probably this weekend, I believe, the Space Grant Programs in co-

operation with the NASA group in base St. Louis are having a
meeting to assess what space science can do to approach some of
the environmental research needs in the Gulf of Mexico.
When you all were talking about utilizing the military, the first

thing that popped into my mind—I am not involved so much in the
very deep submergence aspect of marine underwater research as in

the shallower aspect above
Mr. Green. Like we have in the Gulf of Mexico.
Dr. Bright [continuing], like coral reefs and things like. Well,

the military has some very superb satellite remote sensing capabili-

ties that can give excellent resolution, and I have heard about
reading license plates from space or something. I don't know. We
don't need quite that good, but to get some of that superb resolu-

tion would be phenomenal—if we could recognize a turtle from
space or a dolphin from space, or if we could get something that
penetrates deep enough for us to recognize bleached areas on a
coral reef. That links directly into this undersea research program
and could give us a fantastic ability to cover a lot of ground at

least in the shallow waters. So I think we have to look beyond even
the underwater programs into the environmental programs and
into the space programs and see where all this fits together, and
you can't do that without some kind of plan, some kind of coordina-
tion. And I think there is a need there.

Dr. Ostenso. First of all, perception is probably based on the re-

ality of sometime back, and this is a dramatically changed world,
and sometimes the world changes faster than we can catch up. I

say that by way of introduction to not agree with Dr. Bright on co-

ordination. First of all, a lot of systems are being substantially

opened up for dual usage. There are formalized mechanisms for

doing it. I think those mechanisms are going to be successful. You
can't pass judgment on what hasn't happened yet though.
NOAA itself has two deputy administrators, one of whom is also

the Naval Deputy—the oceanographer of the Navy. The interaction
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between us and the Navy in this and a variety of things goes on
daily as that is how I spent this morning. The Navy, among other

things, has made their submersibles available for management
through the NURP Program for the civilian community. The Navy
is massively engaged in finding civilian use of their classified Inte-

grated Underwater Surveillance System. This was a Federal invest-

ment of $15 billion over 35 years to do some very sophisticated

stuff.

The DOD ana the Department of Energy, through the encourage-

ment of the Legislative Branch, have created a Strategic Environ-
mental Research Program. It has a legislatively mandated Science

Advisory Board, which requires that there be a member from
NOAA and OSTP, and I represent NOAA on that panel as a
formal mechanism to coordinate our activities.

And, finally, there has been ongoing for the last six months now
a massive effort under the euphemism of the Environmental Task
Force that was originated by a letter from then Senator Gore to

the then Director of the CIA to look at the conversion of intelli-

gence and defense assets to civilian application. This is in the near
final stages of wrapping up a long patient deliberation by the lead-

erships of the research community and our DOD communities, and
we have plans for implementing these requests. So I think there

are well-intended people who have set formal mechanisms in place

to make this transition to dual use, and to recognize that we are

living in a substantially different world from the one we have been
living in for the last 50 years.

Dr. WiCKLUND. At the level that we work at the centers, we have
some coordination with other Federal agencies. Just to give you an
example, when we conducted our ultraviolet light studies, we
worked with EPA and the Department of Energy. The Department
of Energy actually did all the analyses of the program that we con-

ducted. We have a memorandum of understanding with the De-
partment of Interior to do our geology studies, and the National
Science Foundation co-funds a lot of the programs that we work on.

I can't say that is a lot of coordination, but we do do some, and by
the time it gets down to our level of actually working in the field,

we have to coordinate with the other agencies as the need arises.

One thing I can add to that is in reference to the system that Dr.

Fox described earlier. Each center was asked to write a three-page

proposal on the use of that system in our regions and how we best

could use it which we have done and submitted. Thank you.

Mr. Green. Dr. Bright.

Dr. Bright. One more thing about coordination. As Dr. Ostenso
points out, there well may be mechanisms in place that if used
could provide that, and one thing I would like to suggest not be
done is create another entity to coordinate. I think that it is best to

use existing entities to accomplish the goals, and, indeed, as Bob
points out, there is a great deal of coordination specifically between
programs. It is just we do, indeed, have to do a little better job

somehow.
Mr. Green. I would like to do that within the current structures

just because having served a lot of years in the Texas legislature,

we have more coordinating councils than we know what to do with,
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and you find out 10 years later you have to abolish them because,
you know, they just weren't doing what you expected them to do.

Dr. DuANE. Mr. Green, if I could make one perhaps final com-
ment on this topic. Coordination, as you have heard, does occur on
a variety of levels. And it is important also to understand that the
science that is conducted is peer reviewed, which is also a mecha-
nism of coordination. NSF funds support science in the oceans; so

does DOE and EPA as well as NOAA—and that process also at the
working level does accomplish coordination. Clearly, I think with
respect to the joint operation of the Alvin, there is marvelous co-

ordination between the Office of Naval Research, NSF, and NOAA.
So you can always do better, and we try to do that, but to think
that coordination isn't underway is not correct.

Mr. Green. Yes, Doctor?
Dr. Earle. I just would like to reflect a moment on the opportu-

nity that we have to quickly move forward in terms of a leadership
role with access to technology that exists but is not currently avail-

able to the civilian community. Maybe that is about to change.
There is one thing that we need to be mindful on in this respect. I

served on NACOA, the National Advisory Committee on Oceans
and Atmosphere, and there was an issue—a recurrent one—about
recommencing support for new technology, and always there was
much discussion about how science should be in the leadership role

that first of all define the problem and then build the technology to

solve that problem.
In this case, we are faced with an opportunity to be—well, have

available a fantastic new level of technology, and it may take a
little while before the scientific use of that technology can, in a
sense, catch up. We can dream a lot about how we can make use of

SOSAS, for example. Some of the information about whale migra-
tions is very obvious. But there may in time be some things that
we can't even guess right now because we have not become well-

enough acquainted with the technology that is there to imagine
how to make the best use of it.

I am not suggesting anything more than that we need to ap-

proach this with our eyes open, that the expectations need to be
just kept in line with where we are at. We may suddenly be walk-
ing into an era of technology that has enormous potential, and we
should be very careful to use it wisely and not just waste this op-

portunity to throw something away because we cannot immediately
perceive its application with our current level of understanding.
Thank you.
Mr. Green. Mr. Chairman, just one other short question. Dr.

Bright, I enjoyed your testimony, particularly your concern that
the Gulf of Mexico may not be served as well, and I know we have
benefited particularly in our part of the Gulf of Mexico. We have
fished it. We have drilled it. We have polluted it. And I would like

to make sure we know everything we can to either restore it or to

continue its viability, and I appreciate your testimony that maybe
we need some more attention particularly since this committee is

also the Gulf of Mexico Committee thanks to Mr. Chairman but
that we provide that attention to that.

Mr. Ortiz. Thank you very much. We have really enjoyed your
testimony. It has been very enlightening, very educational. Like
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my good friend, Mr. Weldon says, I am the new subcommittee
Chairman. He is the new ranking member. I can assure you we
want to work with you. I know that several subcommittee members
and I have questions for the witnesses, and we would appreciate it

if you could reply in writing to the questions that we are going to

submit to you. Excuse us for the inconveniences that we have had
this afternoon. We had some votes—interruptions that we had.

Anybody who can go through this process becomes a six-star expert
witness before this committee. We appreciate you being with us
today, and if there are no further questions, the Subcommittee
stands adjourned. Thank you very much.

[Questions by Mr. Ortiz may be found at the end of the hearing.]

[Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned, and
the following was submitted for the record:]
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BACKGROUHD MBIORANDDM

TO: Members, Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico,
and the Outer Continental Shelf

FROM: Subcommittee and Committee Staff

SUBJ: Hearing on National Undersea Research Program (NURP)

On Wednesday, March 24, at 2:00 PM in Room 1334 of the Longworth
House Office Building, the Subcommittee will meet to: 1. review
U.S. civilian undersea research efforts; and 2. evaluate how NURP
is meeting U.S. civilian undersea research needs. Witnesses will
include representatives of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) , NURP academic users, and other
oceanographic and academic representatives.

BACKGROUND

History of U.S. Undersea Research Efforts

NOAA's involvement in undersea research began in 1971 with the
establishment of the Manned Undersea Science and Technology
Office (MUSfcT) . The purpose of this office was: (1) to provide
operational support for NOAA investigations that required manned
subsurface observations and data collection; (2) to foster and
coordinate manned undersea projects with other federal and state
agencies, industry, research institutions, and universities; and
(3) to develop scientific and technical criteria for civilian
undersea facilities and platforms, through the experience gained
by using available habitats and submerslbles.

Early HUS&T studies made extensive use of existing public and
private deep-diving submersibles, including PC-8, DEEP DIVER,
DEEP STAR 2000, DEEP QUEST, NEKTON GAMMA, and ALVIN. These
submersibles were used to survey the Outer Continental Shelf,
assess the distribution and abundance of marine resources, and
study the fate and effects of toxic wastes disposal at sea. The
primary submersible used by MUS6T was ALVIN, which is operated by

TMS STATlONfMV nUHTEO ON PAPER UAD€ Of RECYCLED EtBERS
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Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and ovmed by the U.S. Navy.
Research carried out with ALVIN included investigations of
sediment and pollutant pathways in the Hudson River Canyon,
studies of deepwater radioactive and hazardous waste dump sites,

the Galapagos Rift Thermal Vent Area Study, and studies of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge hydrothermal fields, which identified the
largest submarine polymetallic sulfide deposits ever found.
Submersibles were essential for these studies because they
allowed scientists to perform delicate experiments and
operations, accurately relocate sites to perform the same
operations on multiple dives, and most importantly, to observe
the environment directly and be able to make immediate decisions
concerning operations.

Throughout the early 1970 's, MUS&T conducted several undersea
research programs in conjunction with the Office of Naval
Research, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Perry Foundation,
and the Harbor Branch Foundation. These programs centered around
the use of the manned undersea laboratories (also called
habitats) HYDROLAB and HELGOLAND. The habitats provided an
underwater living and working arrangement that enabled
researchers, for the first time, to work safely and effectively
for a full eight hour day without concern for the time
constraints associated with conventional diving operations.

The HYDROLAB habitat, built by the Perry Foundation and purchased
by NOAA in 1977, was the focal point of many of MUS&T' s major
research efforts. The Bahama Banks Research Program was a series
of marine science and technology projects which used HYDROLAB
between 1971 and 1975. For that project, HYDROLAB was positioned
at a depth of 45 feet off the southern coast of Grand Bahama
Island near Freeport. More than 300 extended time (or

saturation) dives were made from the HYDROLAB, allowing
scientists to study the ecology of coral reefs first hand and to
determine the effects of pollutants on the reefs. In addition,
the habitat was used to train scientists and aquanauts.

Creation of the National Undersea Research Proqr€un

In December 1975, NOAA submitted to Congress a report entitled
"Concept Paper for the Development and Utilization of an American
Underwater Laboratory OCEANLAB". This report concluded that
existing facilities were inadequate for undersea research needs
and recommended that a highly sophisticated system be developed.
In July 1976, Congress appropriated funds to begin the
cooperative undersea programs necessary to develop expertise for
future OCEANLAB operations. This cooperative undersea program
was initiated in 1977 with NOAA's purchase of HYDROLAB and its
placement in the U.S. Virgin Islands. HYDROLAB was operated in

the Virgin Islands until 1985 and is now on permanent exhibit at
the Smithsonian Institution.

By early 1978, engineering designs for OCEANLAB indicated that
construction and outfitting costs would be approximately $50
million, with a total 20-year operational cost of about $250
million. The high cost of OCEANLAB, coupled with a growing
concern within the scientific community that research
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requirements could not be met by a single facility, caused NOAA
to reevaluate the MUS&T program. Included in this evaluation was
an analysis of the scientific requirements of the research
community conducted by the National Research Council's Ocean
Studies Board.

As a result of this review, NOAA replaced MUS&T with the Office
of Undersea Research and the National Undersea Research Program
(NURP) in 1980. The purpose of this action was to develop an

undersea research program, in cooperation with university-based
research institutions, which would utilize existing facilities,

and would encourage scientists to use underwater tools and
techniques such as saturation diving, submersibles, and remotely
operated vehicles. The objective of NURP is to support research
on processes in the world's oceans and large lake ecosystems and

their role in global systems. This objective is addressed by a

network of National Undersea Research Centers that serve as

extensions of NURP and field programs.

Current NURP Structure

As stated above, NURP is one program within the Office of

Undersea Research. Headed by a Director, this office reviews
research proposals submitted through the National Undersea
Research Centers (NtJRC) and acts as a scheduler for NOAA-provided
undersea research equipment and vessels. The majority of the

funds appropriated for NURP are made available for research
conducted through the NURC's.

Under the current program, there are six NURCs. These centers
advance the objectives of NURP by conducting and funding
scientific research through a competitive, peer-reviewed grant

process. Research is funded in the following areas: (1) global

oceanic processes; (2) pathways and fate of materials in the

ocean; (3) productivity and habitat characteristics; (4) coastal

ocean processes; (5) ocean lithosphere and mineral resources; (6)

submersible platform technology; and (7) diving safety and

physiology. The NURCs provide underwater research tools
including submersibles, remotely operated vehicles, and
specialized SCUBA systems through a combination of leased and

in-house capabilities. In addition, the centers provide
technical expertise in the operation of these tools. This allows

scientists access to the newest undersea technologies and

methods, as well as guidance in the application of these tools to

complex research projects. Each center is primarily responsible

for research conducted within a defined geographic area.

Attached is a map of existing NURCS (Appendix I) , a brief summary

of each center's research missions (Appendix II), and a map
highlighting principal regional research themes (Appendix III)

.

FUNDING HISTORY

A review of funding for the NURP program from 1989 to present is

included in Appendix IV. During NURP's first three years (1980

through 1982), funds were included in the President's budget.

Since that time, the Administration has not supported the
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progran. The program, however, has had the continuous support of
Congress and has seen its appropriations increase from $3.3
million in Fiscal Year 1980 to approximately $16 million in
Fiscal Year 1993. During that period, the program has expanded
from one center to six, and the number of researchers
participating in NURP sponsored research programs has increased
from 48 to 1,361. For further information see NURP statistics
chart in Appendix V.

WURP LEGISIATION

During the 102nd Congress, Congressman Dennis Hertel introduced
legislation (H.R. 3247) to establish VUKP by statute. H.R. 3247
directed the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and
Atmosphere to establish a ITORP within NOAA. In the Bill, NXmP
was charged with carrying out scientific research in priority
research areas. An Office of Undersea Research headed by a

Program Director was established to administer the Program.

Additional oversight of the Program was provided by a Steering
Committee appointed by the Under Secretary on: (1) the quality of
undersea research performed under the program; (2) designation
and establishment of undersea regions; (3) designation and
operation of undersea research centers; and (4) the need to
revise the priority research areas.

The Director and the Steering Committee, using procedures
established in the bill would determine whether new undersea
research regions are necessary and where new centers should be
located in the newly-created regions designated by the bill.
However, the legislation did not allow new centers to be created
using funds previously allocated for existing centers. Also a

periodic review (every five years) was mandated to evaluate the
performance of each center and to make recommendations for
changes at the center. Finally, the bill authorized
appropriations for the program for $23 million for Fiscal Year
1993 up to $31.4 million for Fiscal Year 1997.

H.R. 3247 passed the House on June 29, 1992, but no action was
taken in the Senate.

ISSUES

* Is the current geographic distribution of NURP-sponsored
research fair?

* Underwater research is a portion of the research funded by the
National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, and
Sea Grant. Do we need a separate research program to fund just
undersea research?

* Does the current National Undersea Research Program meet the
needs of the U.S. civilian undersea research community?

* Is there adequate deep submergence capability available to
civilian researchers? How could funding for this be stabilized?
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* Questions have been raised by some in the academic community
about the fairness of NURP's current research grant peer review
and distribution process. Are these questions legitimate? If
so, what changes are necessary?

* Is NURP's current level of funding (about $16,000,000 in FY
93) adequate to meet the needs of the U.S. civilian undersea
research community?

* The National Science Foundation spends about $160 million per
year on oceanographic research and Sea Grant spends about $40
million per year on research and extension activities. Is NURP's
funding adequate in comparison with these progrsuns? What is an
adequate level of funding?

* Does Congress need to establish NURP by Statute?

* Is the current NURP program functioning properly? Does the
program need a statute framework? If so, what should that
framework be?
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APPENDIX II

National Undersea Research Centers and their missions:

University of Connecticut

The National Under Research Center at the University of
Connecticut at Avery Point (NURC-UCAP) conducts undersea research
off the New England Coast, the Mid-Atlantic, and the Great Letkes.

The Center uses a combination of wet diving, remotely-operated
vehicles, and submersibles to conduct research including hard
habitat studies in the Gulf of Maine, behavior of mid-water
animals, and research and development of remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs) . In addition, NURC-UCAP is conducting
cooperative research on the large lakes of the world, including
Lake Baikal (Soviet Union) , Lake Malawi (Africa) , Lake Kinneret
(Israel), and the U.S. Great Lakes.

University of North Carolina at Wilmington

The National Undersea Research Center at the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington (NURC-UNCW) has responsibilities for the
Southeastern Atlantic Coast, the Florida Keys, and the Gulf of
Mexico. NURC-UNCW uses shallow and deep submersibles, ROVs,
mixed gas (NITROX) diving to carry out research in this area. In
addition, the submersible habitat, AQUARIUS, is scheduled to be
deployed in the Florida Keys in April, 1993.

Czuribbezm Marine Research Center

The National Undersea Research Center at the Caribbean Marine
Research Center (NURC-CMRC) is located on Lee Stocking Island in
the Exuma Cays, Bahama Islands. This center primarily conducts
research in the Caribbean. The Center's location provides easy
access to a variety of tropical environments including coral
reefs, shoals, mangrove swamps, seagrass beds, deep hardgrounds,
and carbonate mud beds. The Center utilizes two research
vessels, the shallow submersible PC-401, and ROV along with
extensive laboratory capabilities to carry out its research
program. Current research conducted by NURC-CMRC includes
fisheries studies on spiny lobster, Nassau grouper and queen
conch, monitoring of ocean temperature and coral beaching, and
investigations of the geology of the Bahama Islands.

University of Hawaii

Undersea research in the Hawaiian Islands and Western Pacific are
the responsibility of the National Undersea Research Center at
the University of Hawaii (NURC-UH) . This Center is located on
Oahu Island and conducts research on the ecosystems and mineral
resources of the Hawaiian Archipelago. The Hawaiian Center owns
one shallow submersible, the MAKALI'I, and the deep submersible
PISCES V. In addition, the Center operates on ROV and a towed
camera sled. The Center is currently renovating the 220-foot
research vessel R/V KAIMIKAI-0-KANALOA. When completed this
vessel will be used to deploy the PISCES V and to investigate the
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biology and geology of seamounts in the Western Pacific. For the

present, the Center concentrates on studies of volcanic
processes, marine mineral formation, mapping of marine minerals,

and investigating the effects of mineral mining. The Center is

also leading a multidisciplinary team in studying Loihi, the

newest Hawaiian island, which is an active submarine volcano
emerging south of the Island of Hawaii.

University of AlasXa at Fairbanks

The National Undersea Research Center at the University of Alaska

at Fairbanks (bTORC-UAF) was established in 1990. NURC-UAF is

responsible for undersea research in Alaska, the West Coast of

the United States, and the Antarctica. The Center utilizes
leased submersible and ROV systems. Specific research includes

observation of humpback whale behavior, studies of flatfish
recruitment, habitat studies of rockfish and disposal on habitat
quality, and studies of active methane vents on the Oregon
Continental Shelf.

Rutgers University
The newest NURC, the New York Bight National Undersea Research
Center at Rutgers University was established in 1992 by language
contained in the Fiscal Year 1991 appropriations bill for NOAA.

Rutgers oversees NURP-sponsored research for the Mid-Atlantic
area. One of the Center's primary concerns is the sewage sludge

dumpsite 106 miles offshore of New York. More specifically,
these investigations concern whether the sludge is reaching the

ocean bottom; where it is carried subsequently; and whether this
material affects the animal community within the sludge plume.
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TESTIMONY OF
DR. NED A. OSTENSO

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BEFORE THE

SOBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANOGRAPHY, GULF OF MEXICO,
AND THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF

COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 24, 1993

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National Undersea

Research Program (NURP)

.

NURP is the Federal government's civilian program which places

the scientist in the ocean. NURP's mission is threefold:

1) providing support and safety for research in the sea and on

the seafloor; 2) enhancing knowledge of biological, chemical,

geological and physical processes affecting natural resources and

the ocean and Great Lakes environment; and 3) developing new

techniques and technologies to improve diver safety and

performance (supporting Section 21 (a) of the Outer Continental

Shelf Lands Act of 1978)

.

During fiscal year 1992, NURP supported research and operations

on both a regional and national scale. NURP's regional program

operates primarily through a network of six undersea research
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centers. These centers are located at the University of

Connecticut at Avery Point, Rutgers University in New Jersey, the

University of North Carolina at Wilmington, the Caribbean Marine

Research Center at Vero Beach, Florida, the University of Alaska

at Fairbanks, and the University of Hawaii at Honolulu. Research

progreuns which are conducted primarily outside of the U.S.

exclusive economic zone, at great depth, or without geographic

specificity are managed through NXJRP's National Office. NURP

utilizes various interagency and international agreements to

assure civilian access to unique deep submergence vehicles. This

includes the 4000m (13,000 ft) capable ALVIN (through an

agreement between NOAA, the National Science Foundation, and the

Office of Naval Research), the Navy's 6000m (20,000 ft) SEA

CLIFF, and the Japanese 6500m (21,300 ft) SHINKAI.

In 1992, research operations facilitated by NURP occurred in

areas from the Gulf of Alaska south to the Caribbean, and from

the Gulf of Maine to Hawaii as well as the far Western Pacific.

More than 1300 scientists from over 300 institutions participated

in research operations which resulted in over 700 submersible

dives, nearly 450 remotely operated vehicle missions and more

than 8000 wet dives using air and mixed gasses. These undersea

operations represent a majority of the scientific research dives

conducted throughout the world. I am proud to report that no

injuries resulted from these operations.
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Operations in FY 1992 involved many diverse activities which

included examination of the health effects of diving in polluted

waters, development of innovative methods to assess fisheries in

untrawlable areas, understanding the fate of anthropogenic

pollutants dumped into the sea and their effects on marine

resources, and investigation of the highly unusual hydrocarbon

seep and methane vent communities in the Gulf of Mexico. NURP,

in conjunction with NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental

Laboratory, also supported development of a 'manifold sampler'

for obtaining unadulterated hydrothermal vent fluids. This

device is now used routinely by the U.S. research community on

the submersible ALVIN to allow advanced study of the unique

chemistry of hydrothermal vents.

The NURP program's proposal request and review process for the

centers has evolved over 10 years. The National Office annually

updates its guidance for identifying high priority research and

technology themes. This guidance is integrated with the

capabilities of the individual regional centers to produce

announcements of proposal opportunities for the general

scientific community. Funded proposals are then selected by a

national peer review process which determines which proposals

have merit.
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Unfortunately, this process was seriously constrained in fiscal

year 1993 when minimum funding for each center was earmarked in

the appropriations bill. Peer review of individual proposals

continued; however, allocation of funds between the regional

centers took place in a non-competitive manner as mandated.

I would be happy to address any questions you have concerning my

testimony. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the

Subcommittee

.
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Tcstimooy before the

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico and Outer Continental Shelf

Dr. Thomas J. Bright, Executive Direaor

Texas A&M University Sea Grant College Program

March 24, 1993

Thank you Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Thomas Bright I

am a professor of oceanography and directw of the Texas A&M University Sea Grant CoUege

Program. My research has focused on the ecology of coral reefs and hard bank ecosystems in the

Gufof Mexico. Horida, the Caribbean and mideast Some of my underwater re^^^ '^^°^
supported logistically by the National Undersea Research Program (NURP) of NOAA. NURP s

mission is to provide competitively awarded field support for high quality undersea research

projects which are prinnarily funded through other federal programs. ,.„„,., . .

Today I wish to address marine environmental research needs for the Gulf of Mexico and

how various existing federal programs, including NURP. contribute to aa»mpUshing thein. The

Gulf of Mexico supports the most valuable commercial and recreaticmal fishenes m the nation. It

is the site of the country's largest concentration of offshore oil and gas facilities and

petrochemical industries. It receives massive riverine inputs which drain nearly 2 miUion square

miles from Canada to Guatemala. It contains a major portion of the Atlantic coral reef

ecosystem, and is subject to growing environmental pressures from industrial and domestic

development, pollution, and increased demands on limited living resources.

To address the management goal of assuring the health of the Gulfs marine ecosystem,

the region's marine science, management and environmental communities have identified critical

needs for research through several years of committee work widi die EPA Gulf of Mexico

Program, Sea Grant, and the Gulf of Mexico Regional Marine Research Program. The needs

include study of ecological processes related to habitat use and degradation, nutrient enrichnient,

freshwater input, population and trophic dynamics of living marine resources, toxic materials,

coastal erosion, hydrodynamics, catastrophic events, global change, nuisance speaes, human

health, and a host of other topics.
, . . . • rj i

Although there is no NURP center in the Gulf of Mexico, several major federal programs

are currentiy addressing various components of the region's research needs and most of them

have received, or could benefit ft-om, collaborative NURP support These include:

—The U.S. Minerals Management Service Environmental Studies Program, which is

supporting university based physical oceanography, descriptive ecology and

environmental monitoring in the northern Gulf. NURP has supported MMS research

by providing time on the Johnson Sea-Link and Alvin research submersibles to Texas

A&M and Louisiana State University in their study of unique biota and carbonate

structures at deep-sea hydrocarbon seeps and the chemistry, geology and biology of

deep-sea brine basins. .—Thf. NOAA Coastal Ocean Profram Nntriftnt Enhanced Coastal Ocean ProiCCt

(NECOP) is assessing the impact of anthropogenic nutrient inflow from the

Mississippi/Atchafalaya rivers on offshore productivity and water quality. NURP has

assisted NECOP researchers from Texas A&M and the Louisiana University Marine

Consortium with remotely operated vehicles, electronic surveillance and diving

programs necessary to document impacts of massive hypoxia on fishery resources off

Louisiana and Texas,

—The NOAA National Marine Sancmaries Program administers environmental research

and monitoring at the newly designated Flower Garden Banks National Marine

Sanctuary in the northwestern Gulf. Years ago, NURP provided research submersible

time to explore and describe deep reef communities and brine seeps at the Flower

Garden Banks.—The EPA Gulf of Mexico Program has identified major environmental management

and research needs for the Gulf and is commencing to solicit proposals to fill these

needs.
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—The NOAA/EPA Regional Marine Research Program (RMRP^ is producing a research

plan for the Gulf of Mexico to define critical research needs to assure good water
quality and marine ecosystem health in the Gulf of Mexico. If funded as authorized, it

will pursue the research defined.—^The four Sea Grant College Programs in the Gulf States have an excellent, 20 year,

record of research, education and extension in pursuit of wise use of our regional
marine resources and have engaged in a number of cooperative research efforts with
NURP. The Sea Grant Programs are key to coordination and funding of NECOP and
RMRP in the Gulf and provide hard support for the Marine Sanctuary effort (Please sec

Attachment 1).

Environmental research needs for the Gulf are so massive that only through the collective

and cooperative efforts of these and other federal and state programs dealing with high priority,

real world problems can we hope to generate the knowledge necessary to facilitate wise
management of Gulf of Mexico resources. Unfortunately, due to budget constraints over the past

12 years. Congress has never been able to fund these programs at the full capacity levels

authorizeii In particular, Sea Grant, though extremely successful, has fallen far behind in buying
power due to a combination of inflation and a stagnant budget, and RMRP (Attachment 2) has

been given only token funding everywhere except in the state of Maine, where it was fully

funded. The highest priority your committee should consider is enhancing the federal suppOTt

base for the aforementioned programs to bring them up to the full funding levels authorized by
Congress. This is essential to niaintaining and advancing the necessary marine environment^
research effort in the Gulf.

The NOAA Office of Oceanic Research Programs coordinates and provides funding for

Sea Grant, RMRP and NURP. These programs are national in scope but are conducted
regionally on a competitive award basis. NURP, though not designed to provide direct research

fiinding, can contribute in the Gulf, as it has in the past, by providing logistic support for

undersea research components of the collective regional studies effort. If newly appropriated

funds arc anticipated, which would not place NURP in competition for Sea Grant or RMRP
appropriations within the NOAA Office of Oceanic Research Programs, then, under the

guidelines of the authorization bill, HR 3247, as passed by the House last Congress, the Gulf of
Mexico should be considered a candidate site for a NURP center to assist and enhance regioiud

marine research efforts.

An excellent opportunity exists in the Gulf for NURP to economically join forces with

the NOAA National Marine Sanctuary Program, Sea Grant, the academic community, and
MOBIL Corporation in their cooperative agreement to utUize the offshore gas platform currently

in place within the Flower Garden Nation^ Marine Sanctuary (Attachment 3). This would be a
timely and much needed cooperative effort in support of coastal oceanography, deep-sea
research, coral reef ecosystem studies, and environmental monitoring in the Gulf of Mexico
(Attachment 4).

An issue requiring immediate undersea research attention in the northwestern Gulf of
Mexico is the fishery and environmental consequence of removal of large numbers of offshore

oil and gas platforms over the next few decades as the offshore petroleum industry scales down.
Some of these platforms are being left on the seabed as artificial reefs, with the concurrence of
the adjacent states. There is opposition to this from the shrimp fishery but support from
recreational fishermen and suppwt divers. We need to know how effective these artificial reefs

are in increasing fishery populations and recreational opportunities so that mistakes are not made
which will impair our resource base over the long term. NURP can play a very effective part in

addressing this need.

NOAA's role in coordinating and facilitating cooperative environmental research in the

Gulf of Mexico and other regions is essential. I hope the committee will support and enhance the

NOAA extramural research programs across-the-board.

The following materials describe or relate to the NOAA programs referred to above.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion to the committee.

Dr. Thomas J. Bright, Executive Director

Texas A&M University Sea Grant College Program
1716 Briarcrest, Suite 702
Bryan, TX 77802
(409)845-3854. (FAX) 845-7525
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Attachment 1

SEA GRANT
The Nitlosal Im Ortat Colltsa frogru was created br statate ia 1966,

and curreetlr resides withia the Office of Oceanic and AtaMp^eric leoearch,
haviag beea transferred fro* the Natioaal Science Foundatioa to the DepertKBt
of CoMKrce when lOAA was created. Sea Grant consiata of 29 uiveraity-baaed
progran involving over 380 institatioas of hagher education utionvide. Sea
Grant is the largest acadeaic prograa within the Departaeat of Coaaerce, and
serves aa NOAA'a principal link to the acadeaic ooaaunitr and to edncation at
all levels. This national prograa ws reauthorized by Ccwgresa ia 1991 (P. I.

IK- 106), aod eajors widespread bipartisan support. Nearlr half the cost of
Sea Grant ia provided br state and local goveraaents, iadostrr, and citiaena.
The correat federal funding level is Ml Billion for the core prograa, with aa
additional 12 aillioo aandated br Coogress for sebra aosael research.

Sea Great was targeted for eliaiaatioa br the leagaa Afdunistratioa starting
in 1961. Congress has aaintained the Sea Grant prograa at essentiallr level
appropriatioas for aore than a decade, bat thia has diaiaished the prograa's
"bbyiBg power' br 37 percent since 1979. The cootinued viabilitr of Sea Great
is a seriooa issae if this trend is allowed to coatinoe. (A chart depicting
Sea Grant's funding historr ie attached).

Eves with the lack of recent Adaiaistration coaaitaeit, Sea Grant has
aaassed a reaarkable record of aoooa^lishaent. A recent report showed that hf
stiafvlatiag aew business opportaaities aad iapleaentiag oost-saving techniqoes
aad other prodoctivitr ivroveaeats, Sea Grant helped businesses generate aa
1642 aiUioa annual inpsct oa the aational econoay relative to the federal
budget of aboat IM aillioo aaaaallr. That the iapact aore thaa tripled froa a
decade earlier was a reaarkable achieveaeat, especiallr it the face of
deollaiag prograa resources throoghout the 1966 s. Sea fi-ant has the capacitr
to do anck aore.

Sea Qrant is the natioa'a priacipal source of universitr research and
technology transfer in the coastal oceans and estuaries, aad ia a priaarr
aatiooal resource oa water qaality. aqoaculture, biotechnology, seafood and
other aariae products, fisheries recmitaent and productivity, ocean and
coastal engiaeering aad technology, aad oceaa policy. Its aission with respect
to edocatioa, technology traasfer aad public service is oaigue aaong aariae
prograaa. The geographic scope of Sea Grant encoapassea the Golf of Neiloo,
the Atlaatio. Pacific. Arctic, aad Great Lakes, and Sea Grant aaiatains active
ooatacts ii the iatematiooal areaa as well.

Sea Great playa aa iaportaat service role to other prograas witkia NMA,
iacladieg the CoasUl Ocean Scieaoe Prograa, the Cliaate and Global Ckaage
lesearoh Prograa, and the legioaal Marine leaearch loarde. Sea Qraat
faoilitates iateragency iateractioas, particularly with the Eavironaeatal
Protection Agency, by serving as aanager for collaborative prograas and fandiaa
to acadeaia.

Through grassroots exchanges between scientists and users. Sea Grant is a
prograa that creates jobs, transfers science and technology developaeots to
industry, protects the aarine eavironaent, and helps ensure the sustainable use
of coastal and aarine resources. Sea Grant is asking aajor contributions to
the ooapetitiveneas of the nation's aarine econoagr. to a skilled labor force,
to scientific achieveaeat, to technology transfer, and to public educatioa oa
critical resource aad eavironaeatal issues.
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At the he«rt of Sea Grant is its core prograi of university research,

educatioa, and outreach. Sea Grant operates oa the basis of coipetitivv,

KTit-revieved proposals which are developed and evaluated by each of the 29

Sea Grant Colleses, aad subaitted t« NDAA tor final review and funding. Sea

Gtaat Miotains a balaaced prograa of ( I) research on a broad arrar of Hriae
issoes, (2) education at all levels, and (3) outreach through a aetwrk of

arise eitensioo agents who are esployed by universities aad located ia the

ooaatsl ooHunitiea ther serve. This structure enables Sea Graat to respoad

rapi41r to problev as they arise. The core prograa is Sea Grant's highest

priority, aad its erosioe is cause for serious concern.

8IA OlANr IKITIATIVn

Is addition to a balanced core prograi, Sea Grant ia prepared to address

theastic issues through a series of initiatives which build upon soae of the

)et proaising Sea Grut projects to date. Ia each of these areas, Sea Grant

is providing global leadership oa a topic that is not being addressed by any

other prograa:

— ^p<ii» hin^f^hlw^lngT to develop new aaterials, better seafood products,

eavironaental reaediatioa. and sew pharaaoeuticals froa the sea. This is

videly regarded as the aoat proaising ares for applied aarise raaearek, with

Kaarkable benefits already haviag been shown in the following areasi

disease prevention, both ia huaans and in aarine organisaai

aquacaltore to prodooe both new and iaproved products froa the sea,

seafood safety and boaan health, to rapidly detect oontaainated seafood

and enhance its shelf iifei

o protection and restoration of the aquatic eovironaeat;

o redaction of fouling aad corrosion of ships aad aarine structures! ud
e bioaaterialB and bioprooessiag to eiploit aarine natural products for

hoaan benefit.
Largely because of the wrk of Sea Grant, the U.S. is csrreotly the Morld

leader ia aarine biotectaology. BMiever, a significaat new effort will be

repaired to trail reaearcKen, and to vnaott cooperation between iidostry,

aeadeaia, and govenaeat ii Mriae biotechaology. Other oovntriea ara
capitaliiiig oa the opportoaity which aarine biotechnology represeatsi Japaa

is spending $i billion auoallr oa biotechnology, ia iharp ooitrast to the

BBagar 11.8. investaeot of less thaa |3t aillioa a year, liotechaology

represeats for the aariae ooaaoaity what the ooaputer chip did to the

electroaica lidistry a few decades ago.

~ ^htnoA Mfijty to eiswe that oonsuaers have a safe asd high quality

supply of seafood and that seafood businesses can be aore coapetitive. Sea

Grant is working closely with Congress to convene a workshop in Nay 1333 which

will bring together representatives of the seafood processing industry,

coosuaer groups, the fishing industry, and researchers with the goal of

adopting a plan to inprove the quality and safety of our nation's seafood

BHpply.

~ «»Mw»«i rMm»t» mnA iu»»i^h resesrch to asslst coastal residents in

preparing for hurricanes, stora surges and tsunaais, coastal erosion aad

sibaideioe, aid sea level rise, with proven savings in the billions of doUan.
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— fintifl iBd ao»indiaffnoM aaeciiea research to andentaod m4 wtiflatt
UvasloM of tpeclea SKk m tke aebri wsoel ia tha Great Utai, vMcIt
represeat a billion-dollar threat to water soppliea and ecoeratca ^alitf. It
is estiaated that over 350 noa-aative apecies of Marine and esturiae orsaoisa
have be«a iatrodiiced to U.S. mtera, aanr of Mfuch are kaoia to coavete aflaiast
ladigenoua apeciea, altariofl eooarateaa and ooatributing to the dacliae of
iaportaiit fisheries. A significaat effort will be required to stop the
istroductioa of soch apeciea aad to identifr wars of control lisg harafil
popolatioaa that have alreadr bees iatrodoced.

— aMUlMhlB coaatal devrlnpafnt to eipower saall bosiaeases aid local
fovernaeota to footer eoviroaaentallfaoaod •coaoiic growth. It la eatiaatad
tliat bf the rear 2808, aorc thaa half the U.S. populatioo will live ia ooaaUl
areas. Sea Grant la aalqvelr prepared to aaaiat coastal oooanitiea ia
raapoadiag to developaeot preaaorea, to aaaiat buaineaaea aad local goveraaeita
ia eooooaioallr disadvaotaaed arena, to proaote new aariae techsologies, aad to
fioetar BBaafleaeat practices that are cosaiataat with a aoaad coastal
eaviroaaeat.

mjoiiisuti

After Mre than a decade of aeglect. Sea Graat ia bedlr la aeed of
rovitalliatloa aad aopport br the aew Adaioiatratioa. Sea Oraat reaponda
tfiraotlr to aaar of the objectivta that haw beea ootliaed br the Cliatoa/Cort
oavai8> ia the areaa of techaoloor traaafer. eovlroaaeatal protactloa. aad
aooaoaio srowth. Ita partioipatiafl aaiveraitiea are anllbelr to aooept the
biirdea of a persisteat deoliae ia federal aapport. aad withoat c renei«ed
ooaaltaBat Saa Graat ia at aeriooa riak.

Sea Grait haa the iafrastractarc to reapoad to the iaitiativea of the aev
Adaiaiatratioa. To revitalise Sea Graot and provide adeqoate fvadias for the
oora prograa, inclodiog the aew initiativea deaoribed above, aa iacreaaa of the
oarreat Sea Graat appropriatioa froa Ml aillioa to at leaat 108 aillioa ia
revilred. Althovgh reaoorcea are scarce, thia inveataeat aoald be mbU
Jiatiflad br Sea Graat a deaooatrated eicelleaoe ia reaearch, ita ooaaitaeat to
caviroeaeatal protectioo. aad ita hiatorr of eitraordiaarr eooaoaio retoraa.

aooMmcAnoM m m km AOiarafnAnoii

!• taphaalsa a reaewsd ooaaitaeat to the Natiooal Sea Graat College Prograa
as ae Adaiaiatratioa prioritr.

8. rallr stillsa the Natloaal Saa fraat leviaw Paaal, a iraap of ovtsida
adviaora eatabliahed ia the Sea Graat Aot Hhoae aeabera are appoiatcd bp
the Secretarr of CoaMroa. aad who caa plar aa iaportaat adviaorp rola.

3. (toe Sea Graat aa a vehicle for iaproved Coaaeroe Bepertaeat interaotioa
with acadeaia, particalarlr ia the area of industrr/go^itr&Beat/acadeaio
partnerships.

4. Forge close ties between Sea Grant and the National lastitates for
Staadarda and Technolour (NIST), particalarlr to footer the tranafer of
aariae technologies.
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Attachment 2

Gulf of Mexico Regional Marine Research
Program

The NOAA/EPA Regi<mal Marine Researd\ Program (RMRP) will enable the

research community to engage in long term, regional research on ecosystem health,

water quality and ecological processes relating to human impacts and management

of the Gulf of Mexico. The RMRP was authorized by the 101st Congress in Public

Law 101-593, through amendment of the marine Protection, Research and

Sanctuaries Act (33 U.S.C 1401, Title IV). The purpose of this amendment is to

establish regional research programs, under effective Federal oversight to (1) set

priorities for regional marine and coastal research in s\ipport of efforts to safeguard

the water quality and ecosystem healtii of each region; and (2) carry out such

research through grants and imjM-oved coordination.

The Gulf of Mexico Regional Marine Researdx Board, diaired by the Texas Sea

Grant Director and with appointees from EPA, NOAA and the Gulf State

Governors, is charged with development of a Gulf of Mexico Regional Marine

Research Plan as the first step in implementing the Program. The geographical area

to be considered incorporates the marine and coastal waters off the States of Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas along the Gulf coast from and including

the Florida Keys to the Mexican border.
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Attachment 3

UNITED tTATCt DEPARTMENT Of COMMERCE
Natiorul Octanic »n4 Atmetphark A*ii4ni«tratia<i

NATIOMAL OCIAN tf RVICt
OmCI OP OCIJkN AND COASTAL tCSOUICI MAHAetMfMT
«a.l>.«,iM>. e.c. N>ll

Fact Sheet

Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary

Lacatlaa • 110 ml SSE or Galvcxoo. TX (shallowcM tnu of ibe Eau Rower Oaniea Bank: 27*S4.S'N,

«3*36.ffW: ibaUowcM treat of Ibe Waal Rowar Garden Bantc 27*S2.5'N, 93*40.0^0.

Habitat aad R*«eare«« • Sheir-edfe lopographic feaiurei capped by ibe aonbemmou coral reefi

io Nortb America. Rouflily 300 acre* of coral reefi, bome lo more Ibta SO specie* of tl|ae.

250 speclei of iovertebraiet, and I7S ipeciei ot ntta; importaal babitai lo ibarkt. tea lurtlet,

and maoli rayi. Other viiitort include ipolted dolpbioi and whale ibarkt.

Priaary Utera - Sport divert, iport and commerelal flibermeo, boaiert, tclcoiitu.

Dcdgaatlea Date - January 17. 1992; ibe Naiioo'i lOtb of 13 oatiooal marine lanctuariei.

Aatkarlty - Marine Protection, Retearcb, and Sanclutriet Act of 1972: to detifnaic u ntUooal

marine tanciuariei diKrete areat of tbc marine eovironmeni of tpecial aatiooal tl(oiflcancc

doe 10 ibeir coniervation, recrcaiional, ecological, blttorical, rcacarcb. educaliooal, or

eatbetic value in order lo pronoie comprcbentive contervalioa and maaatemenl of ifae areat.

AdBlalalratlva Agaacy - Naiiooal Oceanic * Aimotpberic Admioitlraiioo. Office of Ocean and

Coaaial Retotirce Mioafemeni. Sancniarica and Retervet Dlvltlo*.

Caalt • Long-term retource proieciioa; topport, proooie, and coordinate acleatlfic retearcb and

mooiioriog: enhance public awareneu: managemeni tailored to Sanctuary needt and goals:

facilitate eoviroomeoitlly touad multiple ute.

Caaceraa - unrestricted anchoring: long-term effecu of offtborc oil and gat development activiiiet:

ovcrfitbiog: increating ute by recreational divert tod boaters.

SIsa af Saactaary • 41.7 square aautkal miles (19.2 tquarc nautical milet ai tbe East Flower

Garden Bank, and 22.5 tquare nautical milet at Ibe Weat Rower Garden Bank). Boundariet

include all areat Ictt than 100 a deep, and those areas greater than 100 wilbia tbe 'no

activity* tone around each bank eatablished by tbe Mineralt Management Service, rotmded out

to allow eaty Ideatiflcatioo of Sanctuary boundaries for enforcement purpotea.

For fbrthcr laformatloo, cooiact:

Dr. Stephen R. fflltlagt. Manager
Rower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary

1716 Briarcrest Drive

SulU 702

Bryan, Teut 77103

(409) I47-9296 PAX (409) I45-7S2S
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Attachment 4

CORPUS CHRISTI STATE UNIVERSITY

FLOWIR QABDUS OCCAH RB8BARCB PROJVCT

Tirn>nnuCTiOM

Th« current «f£orta of th« F?ow«r Qardans Oo«an R«s«arch

Project (FOOIU?) began In 1990 when Mobil Bxploration and

Producing Inc. offered to provide •upport to oceaoograpbic

research acientietB working in the Oulf of Mexico. Mobil

offered toi 1) allow reaearcbere to u«e Mobil production

platfoms aa research stations, 2) provide transportation to

and fro« the platforms, and 3) provide room and board for the

research personnel stationed on the platforas.

The initial efforts to start such a program occurred in

the late 60 ^s - early 70 's tioe period. However, at that tiae

there existed between the exploration/production industry and

the aarine research cosBunity a great deal of aisunderstanding
and mistrust. The success of the current FOORP efforts is

indicative of the progress towards understanding that both
camps have made over the last twenty years.

In rssponse to Mobil's generous offer/ a consortium of

oce«mographlc research professionals and agencies was formed
to take of advantage of the opportunity. Today the consortium
steering committee includes representatives of: Mobil
Exploration and Producing inc.. Corpus Christ! State
Dnlversity, University of Texas Marine Science Institute,
Texas ktH Oniversity, Mineral Management Service, National
Marine Sanctuaries Program, Sea Grant Collaga Program, Texas
State Aquarium, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,
Bnvironmental Protection Agency, and Louisiana Universities
Marine Resaareh Consortium.

FOOKP is non-exclusive and encourages research scientists
from through-out the Oulf of Mexioe to subadt resaaroh
proposals to work off of Mobil platform*. Research topics are
not restricted other than to not interferm with the daily
operations of the platfora(8) being utilized.

In addition to the support provided by Mobil this project
is producing other •Ignlfleant banafits. Through tha
existence of a successful consortium, manpower and eiqpertise

6300O!)enOrW«^Cacp»CM«i.'ntiM7M2 SI2494-27M mx SI2-9»4-27»

A Chvu ofTWTom AMI UahmMy I
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tram m yriad of ag«nel«s is brought toyathar to study and
dlscusa issuaa and challangaa of raaourca Banagaaant in tha
Gulf of Mazlco. industry and sclenca ara working togatbar
toward conaon objaotivaa and goala - sitting at tha aaaa tabla
striving to conmunicata, undaretand, and davalop aolutiona to
challengas. And, through coordination of rasaarch pro jacts

/

duplication of affort is raducad and projacts can ba battar
dasigned to look at tha coavrahansiva "big pictura." in tha
long run this will produce graatar ratum for aach rasaarch
dollar spant.

Thanks to Mobil's support, ths Flowar Gardens ocean
Research Project is off to a productive start. The potential
of this prograa for expanding our knowledge of the
eoaplexities of the Gulf of Mexico, the Boat productive body
of water bordering the United Statea, is unilJBltad. It aimply
requires the continued coaaitaent and energies of industry and
science.

For aore inforaation contact Dr. Quanton Dokken,
Aseociats Director, Center for Coastal 8tudies/CC8U, 6300
Ocean Drive, Corpus Christi, TX 78412; (512) 994-2736.

f9erp.692
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TESTIMONY

to the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANOGRAPHY, GULF OF MEXICO
AND THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF

of the

COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARJNE AND FISHERIES

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

on the

NATIONAL UNDERSEA RESEARCH PROGRAM (NURP)

by

DR. SYLVIA A. EARLE

DEEP OCEAN ENGINEERING, INC.
1431 Doolittle Drive
San Leandro, California

94577
(510-562-9300)

2:00 PM

March 24, 1993
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TESTIMONY OF
DR. SYLVIA A. EARLE. FOUNDER,

DEEP OCEAN ENGINEERING. INC. AND FORMER CHIEF SCIENTIST OF NOAA,

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMnTEE ON OCEANOGRAPY,
GULF OF MEXICO AND OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF

OF THE COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVF.S

MARCH 24, 1993

Mr. Chainnan and Memb«5 of this Subcommittee:

It IS an honor to appear before you, and to have an opportunity to speak on behalfof those

who favor a strong national commitment to underwater exploration, research and

technology, and who believe that substantial, consistent funding for the National

Undersea Research Prt^ram (NURP) is one of the best investments this country can

make for the environment, for the tconomy, for science, for technology ... for the present

and fbr the future sttcngth of the United States of America..

Etespite years of budget reconnnendations for zero funding by the Department of

Commerce and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adrainistration (NOAA). NURP
has survived and accomplished near-miracles with respect to keeping alive this nation's

reputation as a serious participant in civilian underwater, and especially undersea

activities that many equate with some of the much better supported programs of the

National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA).

The phrase "much better supported" is relative, so to clarify, it may be useful to consider

the current level of funding K>r NURP - about $16 million to support six regional centers

and a headquarters office in Washington, plus ftinding for a broad range ofcross-cutting

i^search efforts. This is accomplished for significantly less than the price tag of the space

shuttle's famous new toilet — S23 million.

Each year. Congress has acted to save NURP, but the program's six n^onal centers have

a tenuous hold on the future, the apparently unwanted offspring of an Agency mandated

to ovenee the nation's oceanic and atmospheric interests.

Private industry has recognized the need for undersea technology and research,

especially in connection with de\'elopment of the offshore oil and gas industry. But for

the investment made by industry— domestic and international and by foreign

governments — technology available for civilian use would be about at the level that

aerospace technology was half a century ago.

U. S. taxpayers have provided billions of dollars to implement significant advances in

underwater technology, for military applications. However, little of the resulting

technology ~ or resulting knowledge - has been made available for civilian use, and not

all of it is appropriate for benign applications. I will spare you ^jeculative remarks about

what could he done by NURP and thus the nation with the cost of one nuclear

submarine.
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Rather, I will focus on the positive effort a year ago to help secure more than a catch-as

-

catch-can budget for NURP -the "National Undersea Research Program Act of 1992,"

introduced by the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee and passed the House. The
bill was an earnest effort to put knowledge of our underwater assets firmly on the balance
sheet, but was not approved by the Senate, so this year, once again, the question is before

you — and before the nation: Will this country have a continuing nadonai commitment
for civilian underwater research and exploration?

I do reflect, sometimes, on what might have been accomplished ifNURP and its

predecessor, Manned Undersea Science and Technology (MUST) had been appropriately

supported over the years, and try to imagine what we might now know about the nature of
the planet and about how much better prepared we could be to cope with the global

environmental changes that are now taJdng place. Instead, NURFs mission — to

conduct underwater research and use appropriate technology to develop an understanding

of the physical, biological and chemical processes in the ocean and large lakes that are

fundamental to wise use of these systems ~ has been n^lected at precisely the time that

costly questions be^ to be answered.

An example of this neglect was apparent soon afler I joined NOAA as Chief Scientist in

1990. Budget recommendations at the time included significant sums for ocean research

from satellites that would look at water masses from high above and for fleet

modernization so that the ocean could be more effeaively explored from the surface

Recommended funding for NURP -- and thus for getting to know the ocean by getting IB

the ocean -- was zero..

The attitude is puzzling, but may relate to a widely held assumption that earth, including

the ocean, is already lotown, that what is out of sight, underwater, is not vciy important

to non-military human affairs — and that only beyond the atmosphere of this planet are

there significant new ^scoveries to be made. In fact, most of earth has yet to be
explored - or even seen for the first time by human beings, if the entire liquid three

dimensional ocean realm, with its 40.000 kilometers of mountains and more than 90 per

cent of earth's living space (all creatures considered) is taken into account

What are the costs of our ignwance ^^xxit the ocean — ignorance that might be dispelled,

but for lack of af^xopriate technology? What are the costs of having technology

available but idle because of lack of supporting fiands - as in the case ofNURPs multi-

milhon dollar underwater laboratory, Aquarius, intended far use in the Florida Keys in

1991, but beached since its transfer from the Virgin Islands.. I^erhaps more would be

understood concerning the decline of Florida's valuable coral reefs had teams of scientists

been conducting research in ttieir midst for the past two years. What might be known
concerning the decline and toss ofoxygen-producing, carbon-dioxide absortnng

seagrass meadows in Florida Bay, Tampa Bay, and elsewhere in the Gulf of Mexico --

if this nation were supporting a vigorous nahonal underwater research program ?

Will we allow nune time to pass with no clear national mandate concerning

underwater exploratioa ana research while other nations move swiftly forward in terms of

access to and understanding gf earth's dominant feature?

Concern about "other nations moving swiftly forward'has a hauntingly familiar ring,

reminiscent of the space race. Many of the same reasons that the United States has for

years supported development and use of technology to gain effective working access to

the sides above ~ and space beyond — can be made for access to the depths of the sea.
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Sea-space parallels are wondeliilly fcal. whether seddng answers to questions about the

origin of life or knowledge of how the planet works; whether in terms of solving

technological challenges of working in enviromnents considered hostile to human beings
or of mastering problems requiring diplomatic or military strength —. the sea and
space have much in common. Certainly, technology is the key to both. On our own, we
are as earth-bound as elephants, whether the goals arc high in the sky or into the depths.

Technologically and scientifically, the sea-space relaticm^ip was dononstrated
eloquently less than a month ago when an underwater vehicle called Phantom, designed

and built with private fimds by the company I founded, Deep Ocean Engineering, Inc.

was used in a NASA project as a part of a program of technological development for

access to Mars. More than 250 Eliantom vehicles have been put into operation

Specifically, Phantom was being operated in the most Mars-like environment on earth,

Antarctica, by a scientist sitting at the NASA Ames facility in California. He wore a
virtual reality-type hdm^ with built-in video screens for viewing recrii^ teaiity -

underwater, under the ice. As the pilot turned his head in California, the cameras on the

vehicle in Antarctica responded arid via microwave and sateUite, a view of life beneath

the ice was conveyed in real time through Phantom's "^es.* This may not sound like

big technological bieaktiirough, but to keep things in perspective, the first ever live

television broadcast from Antarctica occuned only a few months ago during a Good
Morning America pixjgrain, again involving NASA spacB scientists usmg a Phantom
wtdaruMtv vehicle.

Actually, myintnxhiction to an early iteration of NURP occurred in part courtesy of

NASA in Iv70. I was leader of a team of aquanauts living in an underwater laboratory in

the U.S. Virgin Islands operated under the auspices of the Oeparttnetit of the interior,

but with significant support, financial and moral, from NASA. Even the name of the

program, the Tektite FVoject, was intended to symbolize the close relationship between

the sea and ^>ace. (Tdctites are glassy bits of matter from spact that iall mostly in the

sea.) There was considerable interest in the behavior of those of us living and working in

isolation underwater for ten days to two months because of the relevance of experience
gained to ^tuie programs such as Skylab, the Space Shuttle, and the Space Station. We
were monitored contiinioualy by vidn> cameras and NASA psychok>gists seeking insight

into how men — and ttieie was some talk about how maybe even womm. — might be
effectively supported while in moie distant hfistile environments.

£ven the equipment we used had parallels in spatx gear. In addition to using

conventional scuba for excursioas from the underwatO' laboratory, Tektite aquanauts

were supplied with rd>reatheTs, a concept first developed for underwater applications,

but refined to a high d^ree for use by astronauts to make possible excursions lasting

many hours by literally rttrtadun^ the same air, but with carbon dioxide chemically

removed and oxygen added as required.

When I entered the Tddile underwater laboratory as an aquanaut in July, 1970, NURP-
like programs for this cotmtry were being channeled through the Department of the

Interior. When I emerged two weeks lata', the deciaon had been made to create NOAA
and to move these pn^iams and the many others things now embraced by"NOAA into

the Department of Cominetce. What has evolved is not at all like what was Mticipated

by tlkoae who explained at the time OatNOAA was intended to be a 'wet NASA.'

Naturally, I am a strong supiniter of this country's commitment to ttie spaoeprogram. but

I am also among those who believe that justification for exhalation andieaearch ofthe
vast unknowns of this planet from the inside out are at least as urgent and compelling I
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certainly do not favor reducing NASA's funding to increase ocean efforts, but there is

some justification for equality. 1 trust that it is clear that I do not mean to imply thai

NASA should henceforth be limited to the equivalent of NOAA's budget.for undersea

science and technology.

As an example of the disparity between the rapid development of aerospace capability as

compared to ocean access - and coincident research ~ it is useful to recall how much

progress has been made in both realms in the six and a half decades since Charles A.

Lin^iergh made his historic first solo crossing of the Atlantic Ocean. Soon after, in the

early 1930's, William Bcebc and Otis Barton made the first successful descents in history

to as much as half a mile beneath the surface of that same ocean.

Today, it is still considered rettuirkable to be able to work at 1000 meters depth. I am
among the privil^ed few who have piloted small submersibles that deep and have

participated as a scientific researcher in others, including a dive that I made while

serving as Chief Scientist of NOAA in the deepest-diving submersible operating today,

Japan's Shinkai 6500, This three-person system is one of a global fleet of but five

manned submersibles capable of travelling to as much as one half of the ocean's depth.

France has one, the Nautile; the U. S. Navy operates Sea Qiff (capable of travelling to

6,000 m dq>th) and occasionally allows a civilian scientist aboard, usually under the

auspices of the NURP program. Russia has two, Mir I and Mir U, launched in 1987 and

from the beginning dedicated to scientific research and exploration. Significantly, these

two subs are presently operating in the Pacific Ocean in support of a U.S. research

project To my laiowle<i^e> no Russian scientist has been aboard this nation's

technological counterpart, Seacliff. Too often, U, S. scientists must go to other countries

asking for access to their underwater technology. Where is ours?

The Alvin submersible, in operation since 1964 at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution (WHOI), is a proven workhorse that continues to produce an astonishingly rich

track record ofperformance in depths to 4000 meters. NURP contributes to its operation

in collaboration with the National Science Foundation and the U. S. Navy. There is also

an active and effective program involving remote vehicle operation and technology

development at WHOI.

Two Johnson-Sea-Link submersibles have been operaied for undersea research by Harbor

Branch Oceanographic Institution since about 1970, sometiines using funds provided by

NURP. Occasionally, finding for operation of other small submersibles and remotely

openoed vehicles (ROV's) is provided through NURP.

At the Montery Bay Aquarium Research Instinnion (MBARI) in Monterey, California,

important developments in remotely operated vehicle (ROV) sj'stems have been

supported with private funds, litfgeiy contributed by industriaiiist and philanthropist,

David Packard Development and use of hundreds of ROV's produced in the past decade

by U. S. companies - including more than 250 of Deep Ocean Engineering's Phantom

systems - has been possible largely because of the market provided by national and

international industryand military interests. It is ironic that there is not, in parallel, a

substantial federal commitmem to capitalize on, cooperate with and provide

encouragement for these effective and largly private endeavors through a vigorous

National Underwater Research Program..

Rather, worid leadership for underwater technology and research has moved to Japan.

Soon, Japan will be the only nation to have woridng access to full ocean depth. This

year, an unmanned vehicle operating from a dedicated support ship will be launched by

JAMSTBC, Japan's well-funded national facility for undersea technology and research.
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Plans are underway for constmctkm ofa manned system capable of operating to 1 1 ,000

meters depth. Japan thus will have unique access to an area in the deep sea about the size

of the United States. The deep trenches haifcor a high-i»essure environment unlike

anywhere else on this planet — or any other known place. Geologists are as eager to

understand grand earth processes that occur in the subduction areas at the bottom of these

deep trenches as arc Ae biologists who want to know what lives there, and how.
With luck, Japan will be generous and altow U.S. participation in JAMSTECs bold

and commendable ventures.

Meanwhile, the U. S. counterpart agency, to JAMSTEC - NURP -faces an uncertain

future, as does the overall role of tl^ U. S. with respect to undersea research and

exploration. While the future of Rtissia's advanced systems. Mir I and Mir II. and the

programs that support them, also face uncertainties, other countries, in addition to Japan,

are moving strongly forward. The first distinctively new design in more than a decade for

a deep manned research submersible was built by a U.S. compaay in 1984 ~ with funds

from the Canadian government for a Canadian company. The latest new design is also

being produced and two advanced submersibles are being built by the same U. S.

company, Deep Ocean Engineering — with funding from a communica£i(His firm in

France. In a way, this is not surprising, since France has an on-going tradition of national

support for underwater research and explotation. and for the underlying technology

requited

Recently, our "tradition'' in these matters has beoi one of tragic indifferenceL There is

little doubt that Ac oceans are in trouble in ways that are ecoaomiolly and
environmentally damaging. Concerns range from the decline and destruction of once
thriving fisheries to the decline and destruction of entire ecosystems such as coral reefs

and productive sea grass tneadows in Florida and the Gulf of Mexico. What are the

consequences of deep sea dumping? How do ocean ecosystems respond to oil spills,

trash and toxic chemicals? What can be done to restore damaged areas underwater?

How can places in good condition, inclodiiig the 124XX) square miles in U. S. waters

designated as National Marine Sanctuaries be evaluated — and protected? By what means
can the nation's ocean assets be assessed?

Knowledge gained through NURP can help, but to do so effectively, NURP nMib help.

I am among a growing constituency, including a great many creatures in the sea who
cannot speak for thenudves, who siooeteiy hope you will do so.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees:

I appreciate the oppoitunity to testify on behalf of the community of investigators interested in deep

submergence science. Others here today are much better qualified to offer comments specific to

NOAA's National Undersea Research Program (NURP). Instead, I will focus my comments on the

deep water component of submergence science and address a range of relevant issues. In so doing, I

wiU show how a component ofNURP ccmtributes in significaitt ways to deep submergence science.

RATIONALE: The vast interior of the global ocean and the underiying seabed is arguably this

planet's last frontier. This iimer space holds answers to fundamental questions in biology, chemistry

and geology, and these questions can only be addressed through the effective use of deep submergence
assets that provide the investigator with a cognitive presence aind a capability to carry out controlled,

manipulative and interactive tasks. Presently, submersibles and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs)
provide this capability; autonomous unmanned vehicles (AUVs) are still largely developmental, but

hold great potential for the future.

PRESENT STATE OF DEEP SUBMERGENCE SCIENCE:
• Scientific Objectives - Although deep submergence science is still characterized by unexpected

discoveries and each experiment has an elemenc of exploration, we know enough to identify a host

of challenging questions the answers to which are critical to our understanding of how the earth

works. For example, the largest biomass and the greatest diversity of animal communities on this

planet reside within the irtterior of the ocean. In addititm. the benthic organisms that inhabit the

sediments of the deep sea represent another vast habitat of great apparent diversity. These
communities are comfdex arid exceedingly dynamic and represent the greatest gap in our
understanding of this planet's biology. The answers to questions of direct societal interest such as

the global carbon cycle and waste di^xi&al will be incomplete until the ecological processes of the

ocean's interior and underlying sediments are understood. Another example of a natural system that

can only be adequately investigated with deep submergence assets is the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, the

most striking single feature on our planet that encircles the earth. The ridge system is in excess of

50.000 km in length and is the locus of 20 km^ of new oceanic crustal production every year. In

this dynamic environment, there are a host of physical, chemical and biological processes mvolved
in the interactions between circulating seawater and newly created crust that have important

implications for our imdetstanding of the composititm of seawater. origin mineral deposits and early

life on this planet.
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• Community of Deep Submergence Investigators - The robust, challenging, fundamental and

exciting nature of research in the global abyss has created a large community of scholars in the

biological, chemical, geological/geophysical and engineering sciences. These investigators are

largely distributed throughout the U.S. university community with the greatest concentration of

investigators found at institutions with an emphasis in the oceanographic sciences. Important

centere of innovative technological scientific expertise are located at private marine centers such as

Harbor Branch, the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI). as well as in industry.

The exciting namre of deep submergence science attracts many of the very best graduate students to

a broad range of thesis topics in this field. It is probably fair to say that the growth in deep

submergence science is not so much restrained, as it is hobbled, by a lack of resources (i.e. the

number of deep submergence assets and access to these assets).

• Technological Assets: Gateways To The Abyss - For U.S. scientists, manned presence in the deep

sea (> 1000m) over the last twenty years has been provided by the submersible ALVIN (4000m

limit), operated by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOD as a National Facility that is

funded ioinUy by ONR. NOAA and NSF. and to a much lesser extent by the U.S. Navy

submersibles SEA CLIFF (6000m limit) and TURTLE (3000m limit). Access to deep inner space

has been very effective, providing a cognitive presence and an ability to carry out manipulative and

interactive experiments. Indeed, our knowledge of the abyss is largely constrained by over two

decades of successful submersible operations (e.g. ALVIN has made in excess of 2000 dives). In

the past, the two submersibles of the U.S. Navy have been available to scientists for a limited time

each year, but the unreliability of these assets has seriously compromised their usefulness.

Recently. NURP has worked with the Navy to improve this situation, holding out the possibility

that U.S. scientists can use SEA CLIFF effectively in the future and take advantage of its capability

to reach 6000m. A 20(X)m increase in depth capabiUty aUows an investigator to reach approximately

98% of the abyss as opposed to 42% with a 4000m capability. Manned presence in the abyss.

however, does have limitations imposed by creating the necessary life support systems (i.e. bulky

sphere, limited bottom time, large time and labor commitment to safety). Recently, technological

innovations of ROVs developed over the last two decades to serve industrial and scientific needs in

shallow water have been hardened for use in the hostile environments of the deep abyss. ROV
systems in different states of development exist at WHOI. MBARI and Scripps Institution of

Oceanography. These systems are just coming on line and offer a tremendous new investigative

methodology that nicely complements, and greatly enhances, our existing potential to carry out

investigations in the abyss and on the abyssal floor. Given the geographic and intellectual scale of

the scientific problems to be answered and the discoveries to be made in the ocean's inner space, it

is clear that ROVs will play a pivotal role in the next chapter of investigation. In the academic

community. AUVs are still very much in the developmental stages, but they have a great potential to

augment and extend our ability to conduct research in the deep sea.

• Deep Submergence Facilities: A Key Component To Success - The successful and routine

implementation of experiments in the hostile environment of inner space, whether it be manned

submersibles or ROVs. is dependent on teams of experts, scientists and engineers that are

responsible for equipment maintenance and development. These teams take time to develop and

represent valuable resources that must be maintained in a coherent fashion if our ability to carry out

state of the art investigations in the deep sea is to continue. In order to maintain a reliable deep

submergence asset that meets the needs of the scientific questions being addressed, a robust

infrastmcture must be in place that insures continuity over the long term. This need was recognized

almost two decades ago when ONR. NOAA and NSF entered into an interagency agreement to

cieate a National Deep Submergence Facility at WHOI. assuring that the submersible ALVIN would

be available for civilian scientific purposes. This interagency agreement has been remarkably

successful and has remained in place to the present, although the language of the agreement has just

been expanded to include the newly developed JASON-MEDEA ROV system. Outside of this

framework, and supported in a variety of ways, there are a few other centers of deep submergence
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expertise - Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Deep Submergence Group, U.S. Navy, MBARI,
and the NfURP facility of the University of Hawaii - that are ma^g, or hold a potential to make,

contributions to deep submergence science.

PROBLEMS FACING DEEP SUBMERGENCE SCIENCE: I suggest that there is a short

term problem facing our National Deep Submergence Facility located at WHOI, and a more general

longer term problem facing the U.S. deep submergerKe effort as a whole.

• Short Term - The problem facing the community in the short term has two primary components.

The nature of the tripartite interagency agreement that supports the National Deep Submergence
Facility at WHOI is subject each year to vagaries of funding specific to each one of the three

sponsoring agencies. For example, partitioning of the FY93 appropriation for NOAA/NURP
resulted in a last minute reduction in the expected NOAA contribution to the ALVTN program,

causing serious problems with the scheduling of the 1993 ALVIN program and allocation of

resources. A last minute funding problem is not unique to 1993. nor is it restricted to NOAA's
contributions; problems like this have been a recurrent theme for the last several years. The result is

that it is all too common that this country's premier probe into the deep inner space of this planet has

been seriously compromised . Such a recent history has not only effected usage of the vehicle by

U.S. scientists, but also the ability of the Deep Submergence Group at WHOI to incorporate new
and necessary technologies into the operational capability of the submersible. As a result. ALVIN
does not offer to the U.S. community the benefits of advanced technology that have been

incorporated into the deeper diving (6000-6500m) deep submergence systems operated by our

foreign colleagues (France, Japan arid Russia). ALVIN still is the premier system in toto because of

its reUability, Sie nearly three decades of accumulated expertise that resides with the ALVIN team,

and the iiuiovative nature of the scientists using the submersible. Nevertheless, our manned
presence in the deep sea is in jeopardy because we are loosing ground as other operators learn how
to operate in the abyss. To compound matters, this precarious fiinding situation, which has

characterized ALVfr^ for the last several years, is now made even more challenging because the new
JASON-MEDEA ROV system has been added to capabilities/offerings of the National Deep
Submergence Facility, but the bottom line has not significantly changed. On one hand, the

community of deep submergence scientists is excited by the new and expanded research

opportunities provided by tWs new ROV system, but on the other hand, it is not at all clear how
these two systems can be suppoited in a way to maximize utilization. During this time of transition

as the community grows into the new opportunities offered by ROVs and tries to upgrade the

capabilities of our existing manned ass^ ALVIN, the present funding mechanism does not

constructively serve the needs of deep submergerKe scieiKe.

• Long Term - This country lacks a clear vision of how it wishes to go about probing the mysteries of

this planet's inner space and a plan to carry it out. The creation of a National E>eep Submergence
Facility at WHOI approximately twenty years ago. and a tripartite agency agreement to make it

happen, was an important step in giving this country a presence in the abyss. It is now time to

develop a deep submergence strategy and implementation plan that will carry this country forward

into the 21st century. This must be done if this country is to remain a leader in the exploration of

the abyss.

CHALLENGE FOR THE FUTURE: I submit that, given the global scale of the oceans inner

space, the compelling nature of the scientific questions to be answered, and the societal gains to be
harvested from deep submergence science, we need nothing short of a national commitment to this

planet's last and best frontier. The scientific opportunities and the societal rewards are immense. Such
a program should, however, be developed with care arxl thought involving representatives from
industry, the research cotiununity. federal agencies and policy makers. To insure success, the

emphasis would have to be on peer-reviewed science.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman:

It is a great honor to appear before the House Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico

and the Outer Continental Shelf of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. I find it

particularly rewarding to be able to state my views on undersea research having been in the

business for 3 1 years.

1 would first like to offer some background information on undersea research through the years,

its contribution to our knowledge of the oceans and large lakes of the world, and to our ultimate

ability to properly protect, manage and utilize their resources.

In 1951 an eminent marine biologist, Dr. Lionel Walford, reported in Scientific American his

studies on the deep ocean scattering layer of marine organisms in the Pacific. After towing a net

for several hours and retrieving it aboard his research vessel, he wrote:

"What happens in the depth when a plankton net drops at the end of a wire

... is there any order of things down there or are the components of the

plankton only randomly distributed ... We can only assume that as the net

is hauled through the various swarms of animals, it takes from among
them those so unwary, so inagile or simply so unfortunate as to get into it.

When it is at last emptied into a pan on deck, how can anyone reconstruct

from that chaotic jumble of organisms the pattern of life below ? How
can anyone know ..."

These were the musings of a man with the foresight to know that there was a missing element in

his and other ocean research, which relied only on blindly capturing organisms or measuring the

depths from the deck of a ship.

By the early '60s the use of submersibles and diving was in the development stage. Anticipation

was high that the ability to explore and conduct research from an undersea vantage point was
going to pay off in large dividends. Large companies such as Grumman, Lockheed and General

Dynamics built submersibles. Even General Mills had a submersible on the drawing board. The
Navy undersea habitat Sealab promised that scientists were going to live for months and conduct

research in deep water on the outer Continental Shelf. The only dive to the deepest part of the

ocean was made in the Trieste during this period. Unfortimately, at least from the standpoint of

the ocean community and in my opinion the coimtry, the feverous race for space was also

underway. Even though the United States was in relatively good economic times, we simply

could not invest heavily in undersea exploration and at the same time compete with the former

Soviets for space. For lack of an ocean Sputnik, undersea research was left in the dust by the

space program.

In 1970, following the famous Stratton Commission report, the U.S. reorganized its oceans and

atmospheric programs and founded the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), including a small undersea research component called the Manned Undersea Science

and Technology (MUS&T) program. MUST served through much of the '70s with varying

success, but its most valuable contribution was in the firsthand experience with undersea
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research given many scientists and policymakers. My own involvement during these years

included instituting a government diving science program at the Sandy Hook Marine Laboratory

in New Jersey, and from 1971 through 1975 directing the Hydro-Lab Program that allowed 343

scientists to live and work on the bottom of the ocean for one-week periods.

The old MUST office was reorganized in 1980 and became the National Undersea Research

Program (NURP) with four regional centers in Hawaii, North Carolina, California and the

Virgin Islands. Connecticut was added in 1984, my own Center in Florida and the Caribbean in

1986, Alaska in 1990 and New Jersey in 1991.

With the closing of the Virgin Islands NURP Center and the move of the West Coast

(California) Center to Alaska, there are now a total of six with wide capabilites in undersea

research.

During NURP's tenure the quality of research and researchers has grown steadily, the science

having evolved from mainly observational, natural-history type projects to sophisticated studies

and experimentation. Over 1000 papers by NURP-supported projects have been published in the

past nine years, covering such subjects as fisheries recruitment, deepsea benthic organisms,

health of coral reefs, deepsea dumpsites, marine geology, effects of ultraviolet light on marine

organisms, habitat characteristics and enhancement of marine organisms, to name a few. In

1992 alone, NURP supported research that involved over 8,000 scuba/nitrox dives, 706 occupied

submersible dives and 442 ROV dives, serving over 1300 scientists from 336 institutions.

The overall stated goals of NURP are aimed at increasing our knowledge of the structure and

processes of the global ocean in support of NOAA's undersea mission:

To develop an understanding of how physical, chemical, biological and

geological processes in the oceans and large lakes govern environments

important to the nation in order to improve the wise use of our marine and

lacustrine resources as well as predict change in those environments, either

natural or human induced.

The bulk of research and supporting field operations occur at specific selected sites. Because

this research is process-oriented, the field site is usually representative of a geologic,

oceanographic or ecologic "region." Research in these regions is managed by one or more of the

National Undersea Research Centers (NURCs) that provide access to undersea systems by the

research community, especially academic scientists. The largest number of NURP-supported

investigators is fi-om universities, but a significant nimiber come ft-om government (local, state

and federal agencies) and non-academic institutes. To date, more than 3,000 individual research

scientists have been supported by NURP to work on the seafloor and in the water column.

Further, because NURP encourages investigators to have support for their research from other

sources, NURP funds are leveraged each year to a level equal to or greater than its appropriation.

Research themes that not only address NOAA's stated mission, but are also of interest to other

agencies, include three areas of particular concern to NOAA: global change, recruitment of

marine organisms and coastal oceanic processes. Projects that advance undersea technology or

that involve hyperbaric (diving) physiology in humans are also supported by NURP.
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In addition to NOAA's research mission, each Center has developed its own research agenda that

responds to regional needs in its geographic region of responsibility. It would be- impossible to

describe here the vast array of research accomplished or being conducted by the NURP Centers,

but the list is impressive and NURP is taking the lead in such research projects as; studies of the

106-mile dumpsite in the New York Bight, inspection of deep oil and gas wells off the southeast

coast and in the Gulf of Mexico, monitoring of the health of coral reefs, in situ fisheries research

aimed at the management of important food species, studies of anthropogenic effects on the

Great Lakes and studies of deepsea geologic processes. Studies at my own Center include the

development of a low-cost, highly accurate technique for monitoring subsurface UV(B) using

pure DNA as a solar dosimeter. This allows the accurate prediction of damage to DNA by

UV( B) at any depth. Four years of study of the Queen conch are leading toward our ability to

enhance stocks in such places as the Florida Keys. This is important considering that the

International Commission on Trade in Endangered Species has recently declared the Queen

conch endangered. Studies on the recruitment processes of grouper, lobster and conch, as well

as other marine species, will eventually allow us to establish principles of predicting year-class

strengths essential to the management of the species based on sound scientific research.

Mr. Chairman, NURP has matured over the years in terms of scientific capability, but is still

considered the stepchild of the Administration. As you know, if it were not for Congress, NURP
would have been gone long ago. Indeed, during the past ten years the Administration has zeroed

out NURP and Congress has appropriated the money to keep it alive and even allow it to

prosper. The Nation does not deserve an "invisible" National undersea program. We put

tremendous efforts and funding into the space program and basically ignored the importance of

the oceans and our own ability to explore its resources. As a National program NURP should be

supported not only by the Administration but with funding that reflects the needs of the Nation

to lead the wodd in undersea research and exploration. We are already falling far behind the

Japanese in this respect. In 1986, I served on an ad hoc undersea research study panel that

produced the report "New Directions for NOAA's Undersea Research Program" in which we

recommended that NURP's funding should be at $47,800,000 in 1993, including $25,000,000 for

construction of a 6-7000-meter submersible. The remaining operating budget would increase to

$40,800,000 by the year 2000 with the construction, between 1997 and 1999, of a 10,000-meter

submersible with a $75,000,000 price tag. This would give us the capability to go to the deepest

region of the oceans.

The "National Undersea Research Program Act of 1992," introduced by the Merchant Marine

and Fisheries Committee and passed by the House last Congress, goes part of the way toward

achieving some of the authorization recommendations made by the undersea panel. The bill

authorized $20,000,000 for FY 1993 and $28,000,000 for FY 1997. I will discuss the rest of

NURP Act further into this testimony.

As 1 mentioned before, NURP has not had the support of the previous Administration and this

past year has taken a 7% cut. The breakdown of the FY 1993 budget for NURP is as follows:

North Carolina $3,570,000

Hawaii $3,072,000

Connecticut $2,478,220
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Caribbean $2,009,500

New Jersey $1,739,000

Alaska $1,000,000

Centers Total $13,868,500

National Office $2,129,500

Program Total $15,998,000

In addition, the Appropriations Committee allowed for some earmarking and protected each

Center from receiving any less than 93% of its previous year's budget. This, coupled with an

additional NOAA internal tax, reduced the National Office budget by 27%. In addition to

administration, the National Office is responsible for diving safety studies (the only part of

NURP that is presently mandated by law), support of the deep-diving submersible ALVIN and

technology development.

Mr. Chairman, the Centers and hundreds of scientists applaud the efforts of the House of

Representatives, and particularly this Committee and Subcommittee, to finally legitimize this

Nation's undersea program. Were it not for some misunderstanding in the Senate last Congress,

the "National Undersea Research Program Act of 1992" would now be law. We believe a new

bill introduced this year and passed by both Houses of Congress will go a long way to help

ensure the Program's inclusion in future budgets prepared by the Administration. This is

absolutely essential to assure stability in the Program's and each individual Center's research

projects. Of course, having an authorization number does not guarantee that the White House is

going to include the Program in the next budget, but it does send a message that undersea

research is here to stay.

There is one major point that I would like to be recorded concerning the draft bill based on the

1992 Act. Subsections (e)(3) and (f) of Section 106 address the establishment of a new Center at

a different institution and the merger of Centers if believed to be necessary by the Secretary.

Although the intent of this particular language is admirable, it puts the Centers in jeopardy of

being merged or eliminated based on politics rather than sound scientific principles. It is too

easy for a biased review committee, for instance, to make recommendations to establish or

merge a Center that is in their favor, either geographically or prograiranatically. I would suggest

eliminating this language or providing very specific and solid guidelines in a new bill that would

give little reason for misinterpretation by the Undersecretary, Committee or the General

Counsel. With the Committee's permission I would like to develop and submit, in cooperation

with the other Center directors, additional language that would set guidelines for your

consideration.

Mr. Chairman, I will close by complimenting both Houses of Congress for their foresight and

support of undersea research over the years. Without the support of Congress we would now be

conducting our work through a glass-bottom bucket. Thank you.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR DR. NED OSTENSO - NOAA

1) Do you feel that the $16 million appropriated last year for

NtJRP is adequate to support the undersea research needs of the

U.S. civilian undersea research community? How much more in
additional funding do you feel the Program justifies?

Answer: The funds appropriated by the Congress last year were
used to support a wide variety of research projects at six
National Undersea Research Centers and two missions of the ALVIN
research submersible under a multi-agency agreement. Those
research projects addressed NOAA goals in: global change,
fisheries management, living and non-living marine resources,
biological productivity and recruitment, habitat assesment, and
anthropogenically-induced pollution resulting from dumping of
sewage sludge into the ocean. Projects in the fields normally
supported by the National Office in diving safety and physiology
and undersea technology could not be supported due to
restrictions placed on the program by Appropriations Committee
language

.

2) You mention in your testimony that while individual proposals
are approved through a peer review process, the funding that
supports these proposals is allocated to Centers in a non-
competitive manner.

a) Describe the difference between how projects were funded
in 1993 with specific funding levels earmarked for centers and
how funding was allocated in previous years.

Answer: Funding of individual research proposals in 1993 was
implemented through a similar peer review process to that used in

the past. Panels of expert scientists were convened at each
center to review projects for their scientific merit, operational
feasibility, and relevance to NOAA goals. Panel recommendations
were used to select the most meritorious projects that could be
included in the centers' omnibus proposals. Because the funding
level for all centers was earmarked in Appropriations Committee
language, the number and type of proposals that were supported
was determined by the funds earmarked for each center. Because
the amount for each Center was pre-determined , there was no
flexibility to allow for funding of the highest priority
research. As a result, some expensive submersible-based programs
were not supported at one center while less expensive SCUBA
projects with lower panel ratings were supported. Several
projects of national significance (and not geographically
specific) that the National Office traditionaly supports in the
areas of diving safety and physiology, undersea technology, and
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deep submergence research could not be supported this year due to

inequity in the way budget reductions were allocated in the

earmark

.

b) Does this create a situation where good proposals are

left undone while other less deserving ones get funded simply

because of the region in which they are proposed?

Answer: Yes. It removes the ability of the National Office

program managers to allocate funds according to proposal quality

identified in the peer review process. Some centers had to

drasticaly reduce support or decline to support proposals with

high panel rankings while other centers were allowed to support

proposals with much lower rankings. This process could be

enhanced by concordant reviews and ratings of proposals but that

requires changing calendars, not possible with a heavily

partitioned allocation.

c) Does NOAA make any effort to ensure that NURP funding is

allocated in a manner that fairly meets the research needs of

each region of the country?

Answer: Yes. The regions assigned to the six NXJRP centers

include the coastal zone of every region of the country. Each

center produces a yearly request for proposals (including a

statement of research needs incorporating guidance developed by

the National Office) that is widely distributed to institutions

and researchers both within and beyond the specific region of the

centers' responsibility. The recommendation to the centers by

the National Office is to support the best proposals identified

in the peer review process without any regional bias.

3) As you may recall, last year the House passed a bill

officially authorizing NXJRP and designating regions for undersea

research.

a) By using the designations from the bill, and using the FY

1993 appropriation of $16 million, could you break down the

amount of money spent on research in each region? Specifically,

how much was used for undersea research in the Gulf of Mexico?

Answer: The table below lists the approximate level of

support for projects in the 10 regions listed in the bill. In

developing this table, the administrative costs and the cost of

maintaining operations support staff are prorated based on the

relative costs for science projects in each region. This

reporting method is necessary due to the difficulty of assigning

specific "fixed" administrative and operations costs to specific

regional research projects in the cases where a center has

responsibility for more than one region.
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North Atlantic Region $ 1,816,700
Mid-Atlantic Region $ 1,729,800
South Atlantic Region $ 2,514,700
Gulf of Mexico Region $ 1,055,300
Great Lakes Region $ 661,300
Southern Pacific Region $ 537,800
Northern Pacific Region $ 409,300
Western Pacific Region $ 3,072,000
Alaskan Region $ 52,400
Caribbean Region $ 2,009,500

b) Do you feel that is an adequate and equitable amount,
compared to other regions?

Answer: Yes. The average support for the ten regions is
$1,386,000. The Gulf of Mexico region received $1,055,300 which
is only slightly below the average. The peer review process is
not expected to identify an equivalent support-level for each
region in each funding cycle but to fund the highest ranked
proposals. The disparity in funding impacted other regions to a
greater extent than the Gulf of Mexico Region.

4) Do you feel that more proposals for undersea research are
being submitted from institutions and individuals near existing
NURP Centers because of the visibility that a physical Center
gives to the Program? Would creating a network of Centers in a
more geographically balanced manner than currently exists, create
an increase in the number of research proposals from other
regions of the country?

Answer: No. NURP centers were established at institutions and
within regions where a large number of marine scientists are on
staff and respond to the call for proposals. The centers,
however, widely distribute their annual call for proposals to
ensure that scientists throughout their region of responsibility
have an equal opportunity to propose projects. Investigators
from all parts of the country are eligible to compete for
research funds in any region.

5) Does Congress need to establish NURP by statute, in a manner
similar to last Congress's H.R. 3247?

Answer: No. NOAA can administer the program without further
legislation.

6) How much money or what percentage of NOAA (NURP) funds is
spent on research outside the U.S. exclusive economic zone?
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Answer: In FY 1993 approximately 15% of NURP (center and
National Office) funds will be used to support projects outside
the U.S. EEZ. Approximately 15% of those funds were allocated by
the National Office for ALVIN support.

7) In your testimony you mention that the National office
annually updates its guidelines for identifying high priority
research and technology themes. Could you describe in detail the
process and list some of the factors which are weighed in
determining guidelines for priorities?

Answer: A combination of factors are used to update the annual
guidelines. Suggestions from the centers, peer review panels,
National Office staff, interagency workshops, and NOAA goals are
all used to identify the science and technology priorities. In
FY 1993, funds permitting, NXJRP plans to have several workshops
involving academic and NOAA scientists in order to continue to
identify the most important and highest priority research themes
for undersea research and technology.

8) You mention in yo»ir testimony that one of your primary
missions is to develop new techniques and technologies in support
of Section 21(a) of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of
1978. Does NURP fund annual research in support of this mission?
If so, what percentage of NURP funds are allocated to this
mission, and what has historically been the geographical
distribution of these funds?

Answer: NURP supported Diving Safety & Physiology studies
through the UNCW Center and the National Office until 1992 when
UNCW dropped their support. In descending order, the funds have
gone to North Carolina, Maryland, New York, Rhode Island,
Pennsylvania, and Florida.

FY89 FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93

NURC-UNCW $ 73,200 $ 181,700 $ 390,700 $ $

National Of. 309,100 346,300 252,600 183,000 *

* Not yet completed.

The decline in support after FY 1991 at both UNCW and the
National Office was due to diminishing resources resulting from
Congressional earmarking of funds for specific centers without a

concomitant increase in the NURP budget. In FY 1993 NURP expects
to support a few of the projects approved and continuing from
previous years.

9) What percentage of overall NURP funds are used for
administration of the Program and what percentage is dedicated to
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research? How does this break down for each of the Centers and
for the National office? Do we currently have a good balance in
the use of funds between administration and research?

Answer: The following table siimmarizes the breeikdown between
administration, operations, and science support for the six
Centers and the National Office for FY 1993.

UNCW
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11) Do you believe that there is overlap or duplication in the

undersea research activities funded by NURP, Sea Grant, the

National Science Foundation and the Navy? How can we better

coordinate undersea research?

Answer: Close coordination by the program managers at each

agency eliminates overlap in the activities funded. Also, the

peer review process is usful in identifying, and hence
precluding, duplication.
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UNTTCO STATCa DEPARTIMEIMT OF COMMERCE
National Ooaaruo and AfciT>oapHar«o Admlnt«cr««ton
S.ivef- Spf-ing. MD 20310

OFFICE OF OCEANIC ArjD ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

?W I i 1993

The Honorable Curt Weldon
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Oceanography,

Gulf of Mexico, and the
Outer Continental Shelf

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6230

Dear Congressman Weldon^

Thank you for your letter regarding my testimony
on the National Undersea Research Program before the
Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico, and the
Outer Continental Shelf.

In your letter regarding the National Undersea
Research Program there were further questions submitted
by you and the Subcommittee. I am pleased to answer
these questions. The responses are enclosed.

Your interest in the National Undersea Research
Program is appreciated.

Sincerely,

^^^:=^=-
>fed A. Ostenso
Assistant Administrator

Enclosure

-SiSEj.
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FOR DR. NED OSTENSO OF NOAA

Question: Dr. Ostenso, at last years October 15 hearing, you
testified that NURP should be supported through user charges
rather than block federal grants. Do you still support this as
an effective means to fund the NURP Program?

Answer: Due to the severe austerity of the NOAA budget NURP will
not be able to provide facilities support that subsidizes
research supported by other agencies. Funding will continue only
for high-priority programs directly supported by the National
Office in support of key NOAA missions in deep submergence and
diving safety and physiology.

Question: How effectively do you feel the NURP program works
with other research agencies (for example, the Sea Grant Program,
civilian efforts conducted through universities, private industry
and so forth). Is there a need to expand this partnership and if
so, how would you suggest developing a more effective working
relationshipo

Answer: NURP works very effectively with the Sea Grant Program,
universities, and other Federal agencies. Most of the NURP funds
go to providing submersibles, remotely operated vehicles, an
underwater habitat, or diving support for scientists who then
seek grants from other programs within NOAA or other agencies in
order to complete analyses of samples obtained from the NURP
supported field program. In this way NURP funds are leveraged
with those from other programs and agencies that provide co-
funding to complete the total project. Coordination of NURP
program directors with their counterparts in other programs
assures an effective working relationship.

Question: In addition, would the development and implementation
of a long-term comprehensive undersea research plan fall under
the jurisdiction of NOAA? Are there any similar efforts
currently underway to devise such a plan? Lastly, what other
agencies would be involved in the development of a plan?

Answer: A long range comprehensive plan for undersea research
would necessarily involve other Federal agencies such as NSF,
U.S. Navy, and others. An example of the coordination of
planning efforts is the recent workshop on deep submergence that
was co-sponsored by NOAA, NSF, and the U.S. Navy that involved
scientists from universities and Federal agencies who wished to
identify the means to continue submersible activities in the deep
ocean. NOAA also co-sponsored a workshop on undersea technology
convened by the National Research Council. The report from that
workshop is expected to identify the technological needs of the
undersea research community in the next few decades.
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Question: Dr. Ostenso, as you know, in the 102nd Congress, the
House passed H.R. 3247, the National Undersea Research Program.
I would appreciate if you would conunent on some of the specifics
of this legislation.

To begin with, as you know, the purpose of NURP is to fund
and conduct research within a number of priority research areas.
In an effort to ensure that this is the case, there was a
provision included in H.R. 3247 that directs the Under Secretary
to appoint a Program Director to oversee the Office of Undersea
Research and to administer NURP. Do you feel that a Program
Director will serve to both enhance the NURP program as well as
provide better coordination between the research centers?

Answer: Yes. The leadership of a Program Director is required
to identify and manage the research efforts of the program. The
director provides the regional centers with overall guidance as
to NOAA goals and provides the focus for coordination of the
research priorities at the centers.

Question: How adequately do you feel that the Program Director
of the NURP program would work with the National Science
Foundation and the Office of Naval Research in the development of
multi-agency research proposals? Do you feel that this is
necessary?

Answer: The NURP program Director would be expected to continue
the excellent cooperative working relationship with the National
Science Foundation and other agencies that exists at present.

Question: Secondly, as you may recall, this legislation also
directs the Under Secretary to appoint a non-federally employed
Science Advisor for a two-year term to advise the Program
Director on the scientific needs of the Program. Do you see a
need for such an advisor? Do you feel an advisor should be a
non-federally employed scientist? If not, then why should an
advisor be a federal scientist?

Answer: No, a Science Advisor is not needed. The National
Office has adequate professional staff and review process to
ensure that the research done with NURP is of high quality and
addresses national and NOAA goals. The cost of a Science Advisor
would be better spent on supporting research or at sea
operations

.

Question: Thirdly, this legislation also directed the Under
Secretary to establish an independent steering committee to
advise the Under Secretary and the Program Director on the
operation of NURP; the need to revise the priority research
areas; and the designation and operation of the National Undersea
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Research Centers. Do you feel that such an advisory board is

necessary to ensure that NURP is able to operate more
effectively?

Answer: No. The National Office uses both peer and onsite
reviewers. A Steering Committee would lay another level of

bureaucracy on the program and restrict the efficiency of present

operations. Furthermore, the cost of administering the Committee

and its functions would use funds which could be better spent on

research or at-sea operations.

Question: Do you feel that this steering committee should review

the configuration of undersea regions every five years to determine
if these regions are consistent with scientific needs?

Answer: No. The program has already established a mechanism of

re-certification of each Center every six years. Additionally,

the program has already established and implemented a procedure
for creating a new Center when the need for that Center has been
derived from the research community in that region. The

procedure resulted in the establishment of the West Coast Center

at the University of Alaska in 1990.

Question: Dr. Ostenso, in your testimony, you state that the

National Office annually updates its guidance for identifying

high priority research and technology themes. What is your

process for determining what constitutes priority research? Has

NOAA developed criteria for this research? Based on this

information, how is it then determined which programs to fund?

Answer: A combination of factors are used to update the annual

guidelines. Suggestions from the centers, peer review panels.

National Office staff, interagency workshops, and NOAA goals are

all used to identify the science and technology priorities. In

FY 1993, funds permitting, NURP plans to have several workshops

involving academic and NOAA scientists in order to continue to

identify the most important and highest priority research themes

for undersea research and technology.

Answer

:

Question: Of the NURP total budget for FY 1993 ($15,998,000),

how much is spent on research and how much is used purely for

administrative costs. Why is this the breakdown?

Answer: The following table summarizes the breakdown between
administration, operations, and science support for the six

Centers and the National Office OUR) for FY 1993. Univ. N.

Carolina-Wilmington (UNCW); Univ. Connecticut-Avery Point (UCAP);
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Hawaii Undersea Research Lab (HURL); Caribbean Marine Res. Center
(CMRC); Univ. of Alaska-Fairbanks (UAF); New York Bight at
Rutgers Univ . ( NYB )

.

UNCW
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^,co.uc.,^^

Sea Grant College Program

'•iMUN^"^^

Texas A&M University • 1716 Briarcrest • Suite 702

Bryan, Texas 77802

April 12, 1993

The Honorable Solomon P. Ortiz

Chainnan
Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico,
and the Outer Continental Shelf

U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Room 1334, Longworth House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-6230

Dear Congressman Ortiz:

It was my pleasure to testily before your subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of
Mexico and Outer Continental Shelf concerning the National Undersea Research Program
(^^JRP) on March 24. Attached are my responses to the written questions addressed to my by
the subcommittee at the conclusion of the hearing.

If I can be of Ainher assistance please do not hesitate to contact me at (409)845-3854 or
fax (409)845-7525.

Thomas J. Bright

Director/Professor

TJB/cU
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Answers to Questions Directed to Dr. Thomas Bright

by the Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico and

Outer Continental Shelf during the Hearing on the National Undersea Research Program (NURP)
on March 24. 1993

1. The research community tends to live within the bounds prescribed by the funds available

and to make best use of resources. Research support needs far exceed those which are

available and, in my opinion, federal appropriations for marine and environmental

research are inadequate across the board. This country's leadership in undersea research

is questionable, in part due to limited resources. If we are to realize our technical and

intellectual potential, and compete with Japan, Russia, France and other ground-breakers

we definitely need an infusion of federal support. Also, if we are to rectify the imbalance

in NURP regional coverage within our own country we must have additional funding to

support at least two new NURP centers.

2. The NURP Center at the University of North Carolina has an exceptionally long coastline

to cover and a large number of marine research institutions as constituents. Their

territory is the Southeast U.S. region, including the South Atiantic Bight, Florida Keys,

and the entire Gulf of Mexico.

Within their resources the center has provided balanced services to the region's research

community. They simply do not have enough funding to cover the needs, and their

regional responsibilities are excessive compared to otiier NURP centers. Establishment

of a NURP center for the Gulf of Mexico, with new appropriations, would allow sharper

regional focus for both programs and provide the added funding necessary to enhance

undersea research throughout the Southeast and the Gulf.

3. The North Carolina NURP center's research grant peer review process is fair and gives

Gulf of Mexico proposals due consideration. However, resources are limited and the

ability of NURP to fund only a few projects in the Gulf discourages researchers from
seeking NURP suppoit.

4. There is no question in my mind that geographical proximity of a funding agency
encourages submission of proposals. A NURP center in the Gulf would lead to greater

awareness in the region of NURP services, and a perception that chances for successful

proposals are increased. This will result in more and better proposals, and a greater level

of undersea research activity in both the Gulf and the Southeast.

5. Congressional authorization for NURP is overdue. The program has proven its

usefulness and demonstrated its futiue potential for enhancing our nation's exploration

and study of the sea and its resources.

6. NURP centers should receive funding in proportion to the regions research needs and the

magnitude and quality of the undersea research community in each region.
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7. The United States is rapidly losing its lead in deep submergence research capability to the

French, Japanese and Russians. The very limited deep submergence services available to

U.S. researchers results in exclusion of the majority of potential research users.

8. There is no overlap or duplication in undersea research activities funded by NURP, Sea

Grant, NSF or the NAVY. NURP, by its nature, works with the other organizations in a

parmership to enhance undersea research.

9. A great need exists to assess the envirorunental, fisheries, recreational and socioeconomic

impact of the presence, and ultimate removal, of the thousands of offshore oil and gas

platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. States, industry and the federal government are

cooperating in programs to convert some of these platforms to artificial reefs. Generally

favored by recreational fishermen and divers, the artificial reef program is opposed by the

shrimp fishing industry, which uses bottom trawls. The dynamic process of rig removal

itself is though to have impacts on endangered species and local fishery populations.

Research relating to the assessment of environmental and fishery consequences of

manipulation of offshore platforms as habitat requires attention. NURP could play a key

role in such an effort in the Gulf of Mexico, which has the largest concentration of such

platforms in the world.

The undersea research community in the Gulf of Mexico includes numerous scientists

who would be able and willing to address such specific questions as: do platforms and

artificial structures provide new habitat which actually increases benthic and fishery

populations, or do the structures simply attract biota from natural reefs; do small artificial

reefs made of only one platform significandy enhance local fishery populations or does it

require that an artificial reef be constructed of many discarded platforms to provide

significant habitat enhancement

10. I suggest that the committee could generate a favorable report on NURP authorization,

establish additional NURP centers in the Gulf of Mexico and on the Pacific coast, and

increase authorized annual funding limits by at least $10 million to support the new
centers and enhance the existing effort
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Sea Grant College Program

Texas A&M University • 1716 Briarcrest • Suite 702

.-^_^ ^, Bryan. Texas 77802

April 13, 1993

The Honorable Curt Weldon
Ranking Minority Member
U.S. House of Representatives

Cotnmittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico and

the Outer Continental Shelf

Room 1334, Longworth House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-6230

Dear Congressman Weldon:

1 am pleased to respond to the questions posed to me by you following my testimony

before the Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico and the Outer Continental Shelf

during the Hearing on the National Undersea Research Program on March 24.

It is increasingly essential that federal and state marine research programs in the Gulf

coordinate their efforts to address the growing information needs identified by those charged

with the responsibility of managing and assuring the health of the Gulfs marine ecosystem and

resources. Programmatic coordination efforts in the Gulf are more common now than in the past.

NURP is a good example insofar as its objective is to provide field logistic support for research

projects funded primarily by other agencies. Other examples of collaboration at the program

level include the EPA Gulf of Mexico Program, which coordinates its activities with virtually all

state and federal entities engaged in regional marine management and research. The Minerals

Management Service LATEX physical oceanography project has combined efforts with the

NOAA Coastal Ocean Program NECOP study to increase research productivity in their study of

physical-chemical-biological processes off the Louisiana and Texas coasts. The Sea Grant

Programs continually seek input from state and federal agencies concerrung perceived research

needs.

The trend toward programmatic coordination of research in the Gulf is in the correct

direction, but has a long way to go. One of the greatest deficiencies at present is the lack of a

Gulf-wide research plan specifying and prioritizing environmental research needs, which would

serve as a guidance document for the agencies. In fact, such a plan is in preparation through the

joint efforts of Sea Grant, the EPA Gulf of Mexico Program, and the Regional Marine Research

Board, which has appointees from all the Governors offices, EPA and NOAA.

Associated with this is the immediate need for a current, and continually updated,

descriptive catalog of marine research projects in the Gulf If this existed, it would be a "best-

seller" within the research community, and it would be a key element in facilitating cooperative

research, increasing research efficiency, and reducing redundancy.
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Considering the independent and fragmented mature of marine research programs in the

Gulf, I feel that coordination of their efforts must be voluntary, and can be achieved in part by

providing information such as that which would be assembled in the above documents. No
single agency could coordinate by dictum, however, existing activities such as the EPA Gulf of

Mexico Program, Regional Marine Research Program, Sea Grant, and the Southern Association

of Marine Laboratories could, and should, engage in efforts to accomplish "Coordination by

Communication".

To answer your question relating to oil and gas platforms, a great need exists to assess the

environmental, fisheries, recreational and socioeconomic impact of the presence, and ultimate

removal, of the thousands of offshore oil and gas platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. States,

industry and the federal government arc cooperating in programs to convert some of these

platforms to artificial reefs. Generally favored by recreational fishermen and divers, the artificial

reef program is opposed by the shrimp fishing industry, which uses bottom trawls. The dynamic

process of rig removal itself is though to have impacts on endangered species and local fishery

populations.

Research relating to the assessment of environmental and fishery consequences, and

effectiveness, of manipulation of offshore platforms as habitat requires attention. The undersea

research community in the Gulf of Mexico includes numerous scientists who would be able and

willing to address such specific questions as: do platforms and artificial structures provide new
habitat which actually increases benthic and fishery populations, or do the structures simply

attract biota from natural reefs; do small artificial reefs made of only one platform significantly

enhance local fishery populations or does it require that an artificial reef be constructed of many
discarded platforms to provide significant habitat enhancement.

NURP could play a key role in such an effort in the Gulf of Mexico, which has the largest

concentration of offshore platforms in the world. One structure is even within the boundary of

the newly-designated Flower Garden National Marine Sanctuary, 100 miles offshore from Texas

and Louisiana. NURP logistics for undersea research relating to platform and artificial reef

issues should be employed in support of projects funded by the Texas Parks and Wildlife

Department, the NOAA National Marine Sanctuary Program, the U.S. Minerals Management
Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, and the regional Sea Grant Programs. This type of

cooperation among state and federal agencies and the academic research community attracts

additional support from private foundations and industry. Such has been the case with the

collaborative Flower Garden monitoring study, which is joindy sponsored by the National

Marine Sanctuary Program, Minerals Management Service, Sea Grant, Mobil, Texaco and non-

profit foundations. NURP services for these studies will become essential, and can gready

enhance the quality and extent of the field data collection process.

jncercly.

flomas J. Bright

Director

TJB/cU
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS BASED ON THE MARCH 24, 1993

SUBCOMMTITEEON OCEANOGRAPHY. GULF OF MEXICO AND OUTER
CONTINENTAL SHELF HEARING ON THE NATIONAL UNDERSEA RESEARCH
PROGRAM (NURP).

SUBMirrED BY DR. SYLVIA A. EARLE, FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR, DEEP
OCEAN ENGINEERING, INC. AND FORMER CHIEF SCIENTIST, NOAA

QUESTION 1. Do you feel that the $16 million appropriatedlast year for NURP is

adequate to supprat the undersea lesearch needs of the U. S. civilian lesearch

community? How much more in additional funding do you feel the program justifies?

RESPONSE
The $16 million appropriated last year was enough to keep NURPs heart beatmg, but is

far from adequate to support undersea research needs of the U. S. civilian research

community.

As to how much additional funding can be justified, I believe the investment made in

sup^xjrting technology, facilities and research in aerospace development ptrovides a good

model If the investment made for the reach skyward in the past two decades has bem
justified (and I believe it has), there are reasons equally good, perhaps better, for a

comparable investment in gaining effective access to the sea finom the surface to the

greatest depths, seven miles down.

In the near fiiture, doubling the support - as proposed in the l^islation that failed to gain

approval last year — would be a good start

QUESTION 2. Do you believe that the Program's current research grant peer review and
distribution process is a fair one?

RESPONSE.
Given the present size of the program, it is fine.

QUESTION 3. Should all of the regions be funded equitably tfanmgh the centers with

the National Office fimding research in critical areas diat exceed center fimding levels?

RESPONSE
Equal funding for each center is not appropriate (their needs vary ), but equitable in the

sense of "fair" or "just" for each center maJces sense, complemoited by National Office

support for cross-cutdng programs.

QUESTION 4. In your opinion, is there adequate deep submergence capability available

to civilian researchers?

RESPONSE.
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Deq> submergence capability available to civilian researchers is far from adequate if

this nation intends to have a leadership role with respect to ocean technology, ocean

research, and even ocean policy matto's — and if the nation intends to gain effective

understanding of basic matters such as the nature of most of the ocean's physical,

chemical and biological environment, of global ocean processes, of the underlying forces

that help drive global change, of the special nature of life in the deep sea, and so on. If

we wish to remain incapable of gaining access to Jiost of the planet's usable space, if it is

acceptable that we remain largely ignorant of the environment that host's most of the

diversity and biomass of life on eaii^, and if we are content to nibble around the edges

of earth's dominant feature without having the capability of actually taking ourselves and
our instrumentation there, and if is considered appropriate for irrepressible U. S.

researchers and entrepeneurs who decide they MUST have access to turn to other nations

for necessary technology and research support - then, yes, present capability is

adequate.

QUESTION 5. Generally, do you feel that more proposals for undersea research are

bring submitted from institutions and individuals near existing NURP Centers because of

the visilibility that a physical Center gives to the Program?

Would creating a network of Centers in a more geographically balanced manner than

currently exists, create an increase in the number of research proposals &om otho* regions

of tiie country?

RESPONSE
It appears that applications come from all over the coimtry to each of the existing

Centers and are not skewed strongly in the direction of local researchers. I understand

that all

receive many more good applications than can be supported with existing funding.

Creating Centers to achieve better balanced geographical representation of proposals

may not be justified - and should not overshadow the more fundamental need for having

adequate funding for good programs that already exist

The justification for establishing new CentCTS should include consideration of various

factors, including geographical proximity to areas of special research interest

QUESTION 6. Dr. Earle, you mentioned that private industry has recognized the need

for undersea technology especially with the development of the offshore oil and gas

industry. Do you believe that the current NURP funding is adequate for undersea

research aimed at areas most greatly impacted by oil and gas development?

RESPONSE
No. Much more could and should be done through NURP Center? to implement baseline

documentation of areas whoe oil and gas development is proposed, and to help assess

impacts.

QUESTION 7. Dr. Bright mentioned in his testimony that NURP fimding should not

come at the expense of underwater or undersea research conducted by other oitities such

as the National Science Foundation or S^ Grant From your experience in the private

sector and formerly with the federal govranment do you believe there is overiap or

duplication in the research activities funded by NURP, Sea Grant, the National Science

Foundation, the Navy or any other programs that may be out there?
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RESPONSE
.

, ^, .

Not much. Some research, such as tiiat conducted from the submersible ALVIN, is

suppOTted by funds that are derived from NURP, NSF, and the Navy operating

cooperatively. Some projects presently funded by NURP may have complementary

support from other sources. However, NURP maintains special research facilities that

do not overlap or duplicate activities frmded by other agencies such as the submersible

program in Hawaii and — in thewy - the Aquarius underwater laboratory that is under

the aegis of the NURP center at die University of North Carolina.

QUESTION 8. How would you compare tiie value of undersea ocean research to satellite

and surface ocean research?

RESPONSE
All are valuable, but thee is presaitly far greats- appreciation for research conducted

from the surfEice, either from high above or at sea level, than there is for research

conducted IN the oceaiL In a small way, it is comparable to gaining insight ctmcCTning a

forest or city from aerial ovoviews complemented by knowledge gained by lowering

instruments from the treetops or the roofs of the skyscrapers, without voituring directly

into the forest or city . It is well to keep in mind that the average dqrth of the sea is about

4,000 meters, and the maximum 1 1,000 meters.

The value of satellite and surface ocean research can be greatly enhanced whoi

complemented by knowledge gained from conducting research within the ocean itself,

especially concening detailed insight about the physical, chemical and biological nature

of the sea. Satellites provide valus^le data concCTning areas where photosynthesis

appears to be taking place, but is not helpful in determining what kinds of wganisms are

involved, nor how deep such activity may be occurring. Some complementary

information can be gainnl from instruments operated from surface ships, but thoe are

limits to what can be done.

It is extremely difficult to study animal behavior from a satellite or surface ship or even

to discover from such distant platforms what kinds of creatures live in the ocean. Nets

dragged from ships yield some insight concerning the presence of cetain kinds of

organisms, but information thus gained can be enormously distorted and misleading .

QUESTION 9. Is there a need for additional submersible platforms for research? If so,

how great is the need, where are the critical areas of need, and how should they be

addressed? Is NURP the correct venue for funding there platforms? Would the NOAA
fleet or other funding sources be more £q>propriate?

RESPONSE
There is an urgent need for better support for existing platforms, such as the ALVIN,
and for the construction and support for additional facilities, both for access to nearshore
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envrionments within the EEZ, and for the deep sea, to full ocean depth. There is a need
IF this nation is serious about understanding, using, and conserving ocean resources, IF

this nation is serious about understanding global change issues, IF there is a desire to

maintain a leadership position with respect to ocean issues genoally.

NURP is the logical organization to coordinate an expanded program of submersible

activity, in cooperation with institutions that already have a proven track record of

performance - such as Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. If a serious effort is

made to implement new platforms, a serious commitment must be made to provide on-

going support to NURP.. If NURP continues to be funded in the hap-hazard way,that has

chaiactoized the past decacte, it would be most inappropriate for NURP to be given

responsibility for major new focilities.

QUESTION 10. Do you believe that thoe is ovctI^ or duplication in the undersea

research activities funded by NURP, Sea Grant and the Navy? How can we better

coOTdinate undersea research?

RESPONSE.
As indicated above, thoe is already some co(q)aation, but not much overliq> or

duplication. If the time comes when there is serious development of federally supported

civilian undersea research activity, it would be highly beneficial to encourage
coordination and expanded cooperation among federal agencies — and relevant private

institutions.

QUESTION 1 1 . What is the danger of allowing J^»n to take the world leadership role

in undo^ea technology and research? What can the U.S. do to recapture the momentum
in this area (and) re-emerge as the world leader in this critical area of research?

RESPONSE.
Japan's present leadership in undersea technology stems from an awareness of the

economic, environmental and strategic importance of the oceans. Why should this

nation's interest be less?

Presently, Japan supports substantial ocean research and development because it is

believed to be in that nation's best interest to do so. Is it not also in the best interests

of the U.S. to gain real working access to fiill ocean depth, therd)y putting all of the

living ecosystems of the world within reach - instead of ignoring vast areas, or leaving

them to the discretion of other nations?

It is particularly important that the U.S. maintain at least equal access to the world's

oceans, particularly since jurisdictional questions are still largely open with respect to

areas beyond the EEZs of the world. Precedents will be set by those who have the

capability of getting to remote areas and establishing an effective working presence.

If this nation is content for Japan to set the tone for what will happen to the remaining

ocean wilderness, to establish guidelines - through actions they uniquely can take —
for utilization of ocean space and ocean resources, then so be it By the end of 1993,

Japan will be the only nation in the world with effective working access to an area of the

ocean as large as the United States ~ the deep sea below 6000 meters depth. Maybe this

poses no dangers to the ocean or to our national interest, but it might be helpful if various

points of view other than those expressed by one nation could be taken into account with
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respect to the fate of large parts of the planet

To "catch up" will not be difficult, technologically. I am aware of materials and systems

already developed for military and industrial appUcatitms that could immediately

advance this country as a serious participant in ultra-deq) sea access — and the research

and knowledge that would follow.

QUESTION 12.

What can this committee do to facilitate the development ofa national strategy and

commitment to deq) submergence research?

RESPONSE
One immediate positive action that the Committee could take would be to enlist support

for legislation to ensure a long, active, healthy life for NURP. Stability beyond the

present year-to-year cliff-hanging exacise is necessary ifNURP is to take reqwnsibility

forlon g-range programs.

The committee can call fm actiois to be taken for die devek^nnent and inq>lementation

of a national plan for tbe oceans generally, with deep submergence research high on the

agenda. Duruig the hearings on March 24, 1 identified tiie need for champions for the

oceans, and it aiqiears that this Committee has several Leadership is neoJed to bring

the ocean to ceata stage for this country. The de^ submCTgoice issues will naturally

follow. PCThaps a commission comparEd)le to the Stratton Commission could be

organized to review the nation's policies with respect to the ocean, emphasizing the

growing problems relating to the global ocean commons - and to the 6sep sea in

particular.

It would be helpful is members of the Committee or the Committee as a whole could

encourage for civilian use greato- availability of ocean technology developed for military

applications - to the extent possible without com|Homising security interests.

Perhaps a special groiq> could be coaveoeiA to consido* technology usefiil for civilian

deep submCTgence amplications.
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CENTENNIAL
University of Rhode Island

Graduate School of Oceanography

May 6, 1993

Congressman Solomon P. Ortiz

Ranking Majority Member

Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico,

and the Outer Continental Shelf

Room 1334

Longworth House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6230

Dear Congressman Ortiz:

Please find enclosed answers to the written questions that you sent me several weeks ago.

I apologize for taking so long but the end of the academic year creates endless obligations.

Let me take this opportunity to say how much I enjoyed the opportunity to work with you

and the Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico and the Outer Continental Shelf. I was

very impressed with the perceptive questions asked during testimony and later by letter.

If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to call on me.

Yours sincerely.

Paul J. Fox

Professor of Oceanography

PJF:sk

Narragansett Bay Campus, Narragansett, Rl 02882-1197

The Univenity of Rhode Island is an affirmative action and equal oppottunity cmployei.
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To: The Honorable Solomon P. Ortiz

Chainnan, Subcommittee on Oceanography,

Gulf of Mexico, and the Outer Continental Shelf

From: P. J. Fox
Chair, Deep Submergence Science Committee

UNOLS

Subject Answers to questions about the National Undersea

Research Program (NURP)

Date: May 6, 1993

Question #1: Is the $16 million appropriated last year for NURP adequate to support the

undersea research needs of the U.S. civilian undersea research community?

In order to £rame my response, let me first offer a few salient observations.

• $16 million is approximately equal to the amount that the Oceanography

Directorate at NSF spends, excluding shiptime, on each of the major oceanographic

disciplinary themes (e.g. marine biology, chemistry, physics and geology). This is to say

that $16 million is a relatively large number in terms of support levels for oceanographic

research.

• The NURP centers have been set up over the years in response to political

concerns/interests to satisfy the research needs of specific regions. This means that their

location, research emphasis and overall direction has been developed in the absence of an

overarching national plait

• The NURP National office has endeavored to place the work done by the

Regional Centers into major research categories (e.g. global change, material flux, marine

productivity) that are fundamental in nature and have instituted a peer review process

(modeled after NSF) that has raised the standards of research conducted by the NURP
centers.

With the above observations in mind, I offer the opinion that the NURP centers are

well funded and are carrying out important research. 1 believe, however, that the NURP
centers would be even more effective if the NURP centers would become part of the

Administration's budget This change would diminish the opportunity for earmarking, a

process that flies in the face of a national research plan and peer-review driven science. In

addition, the NURP centers focus largely on research carried out in shallow water (<1000

ft). Only a small portion of the NURP budget (approximately 1 million) is directed toward

research in the deep sea; this is the support that goes to the operation of ALVLN, to support
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U.S. scientists to dive on Japanese subraersibles, and to use the U.S. Navy submersibles.

In other words, the total budget for NURP is biased towards shallow water. As I alleged

in ray testimony, deep submergence facilities in this country are underfunded and NURP
could address this situation by increasing its contribution to the National Deep

Submergence Facility at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI).

Question #2: Is the current research grant peer review and distribution process a fair

one?

I believe that the National Office has made great progress in establishing an NSF-

style peer review process that holds the potential for raising the standards. Needless to

say, this process is hollow if congressional earmarking protects a NURP center's budget

and, thereby, ignores the peer review process. The NURP operation can only become a

flagship Federal research program if the National Office has the power/freedom to oversee

the research programs of the NURP centers through peer review.

Question #3: Should there be a funding base level for all the centers with the National

Office funding research in critical areas that exceed base level support?

This plan sounds like an entitlement to me that allows the opportunity for scientific

stagnation and isolation. The peer review process, by definition, keeps the competitors on

the intellectual Serengety lean, agile and involved.

Question #4: Is their adequate deep submergence capability available to civilian

researchers?

As I stated in my testimony, the health of deep submergence science is the U.S. is

not robust, largely because the National Deep Submergence Facility at WHOI is

underfunded. The result is that the technological capability of ALVIN is below the

standards set by Japanese, French and Russian counterparts, resources are not available to

support engineers to work on development, and, with the arrival of the new Jason-Medea

ROV system at the National facility, it is not clear how this system will be supported.

Although the U.S. has pre-eminent strength in the quality of the U.S. deep submergence

science community and in the knowledge of what needs to be done, the U.S. is in danger

of becoming second rate because our deep submergence systems are underfunded.

Question #5: Is there a need for additional submersible platforms? If so, how great is

this need? Is NURP the correct venue for funding these platforms?

It is my sense that what the U.S. deep submergence science community needs in

the future is a new deep diving submersible (6000 m depth capable of reaching 98% of

seafloor) to replace ALVIN (4000 m capability). The submersible would be designed to be
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a state of the art observational, imaging, and manipulative platform. In addition, the

community will need a family of ROVs and AUVs that are designed to carry out a range of

tasks at the complete range of oceanic depths.

Presently, our deep submergence assets are: a depth limited (4000 m) submersible

(ALVIN) that is no longer optimally configured for deep submergence; restricted access to

a 6000 m submersible (USN Sea Cliff; 40 dives/yr) that has proved to be unreliable; and a

single deep submergence ROV (Jason-Medea), that is just coming on line. Given these

capabilities, I think we are very poorly equipped to meet the scientific challenges of the

global abyss as we cross the threshold of the 21st century.

In the long tenn, as a nation we must outline a national deep submergence science

plan and define a strategy for implementation. I am sure that a component of such an

exercise would be to create a more rational ftinding/support scheme than the fragmented

and unsatisfactory situation we have now. I think the long term key to a solution is to

reduce the fragmented funding profile for deep submergence science and create a specific

National Deep Submergence Program that can rise and fall on its merits and needs. Given

NURP's mandate, it is an existing federal program that is well positioned to play a lead role

in a new funding paradigm. The NSF would be the other natural home for a national

program, but at present lacks a specific mandate. I can't emphasize too much that a deep

submergence program must stand alone because it has such unique and critical asset needs

(submersibles, ROVs and AUVs). To lump the program into % general ship operating

budgets (the way it is at NSF), a broadly focused program (the way it is at NOAA), and an

environmental science directorate (the way it is at ONR), is a recipe for frustration and

mediocrity.

Question #6: Is there overlap between the research activities of NURP, Sea Grant,

NSF, and the Navy?

In general, I would say the overlap is minimal and not a problem. Each agency has

their own distinctive agenda and their is an effort to coordinate endeavors where there is

overlap. The problem is not so much overlap as it is underlap. Certain programs, like

deep submergence science, fall through the cracks between the agencies because each

agency has only a small part of the deep submergence science portfolio.

As 1 suggested in my answer to question 5, 1 believe the long term solution is to

focus the support and development of deep submergence assets in one agency where it has

an identity and a mandate.

Question #7: How did the 1993 earmarking of the NURP appropriation effect the

ALVIN three-agency MOU?
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The MOU expired at the end of 1992 and a new version was up for renewal in

December of last year. Although NSF and ONR had signed off on the new agreement by

December 1992 and although NOAA had verbally agreed to the terms, NOAA did not sign

the agreement because they had no assurance that they could meet their 1993 commitment

In the end NOAA was able to meet a substantial portion of the commitment level specified

in the 1993 MOU, but not until the ALVIN program had been held hostage during the first

several months of 1993. As far as I know, the MOU is still unsigned by NOAA.

Question #8: How can the conflict between ALVIN and the Jason-Medea ROV system

be reconciled? How much funding is needed to support both systems and how should it be

allocated?

I believe that the conflict is more apparent than real. The science of the abyss needs

both systems in the near term. I enclose a copy of a letter that Craig Dorman and I sent to

Science in the hope of clarifying this question.

To fully fund both systems to the extent that they are utilized during the year with

full investigative schedules, the support level of the National Deep Submergence Facility at

WHOI would have to be about 4 million (approximately double the present budget).

The allocation of resources should be governed by the peer review process of

science proposals submitted to conduct ALVIN and Jason-Medea research. Since there is

an abundance of compelling science to be done in the abyss and since each system is well

suited to do certain things, I suspect there would be strong proposal pressure to use both

systems and that they would both be well utilized.

Question #9: What can the committee do to facilitate the development of a national

strategy and commitment to deep submergence research?

In the short term, make sure that there is unwavering support by NURP for the

National Facility at WHOI. There is no need to talk about the future if there is no

tomorrow.

In the longer term, find a mechanism that will bring federal agency representatives,

scientists and engineers together to develop a national strategy for deep submergence

research. Perhaps the most effective catalyst would be for Congress to mandate that there

will be a national commitment to explore, characterize and understand the global abyss and

its underlying seabed. Create a mandate and they will come.
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Craig E. Dorman
Director

Woods Hole

Massachusetts

02543

508-548-1400

April 16, 1993

Science

American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
Attention Editor

1333 H Street N. W.
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Editor:

Attached please find a Letter to the Editor prompted by J. Travis's article published in

Science (v. 259, 12 March 1993, p. 1534-1535). We feel that some important issues related to

deep submergence science were not put in what we consider to be a balanced perspective that

is representative of important issues feeing the community. Given the critical juncture of the

technology and science related to deep submergence research, it is important for the scientific

community to have another opinion for consideration.

We would appreciate your publishing this letter as soon as possible and contacting us if

you have any questions.

Thank you for your consideration of fliis commentary.

iig E. Dorman
Director

^ ^/(,^. ^

Paul J. Fo/^
Professor \J
Chairman, Deep Submergence

Science Committee

CED:PJF:reg

Enclosure
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Fox/Dorman Letter to Editor of Science

16 April 1993 Page 1 of 3

Alvin and Remotely Operated Vehicles:

A Synergistic Approach for Studying the Deep Ocean and Seafloor

P. J. Fox
C. E. Donnan

The recent article by J. Travis, titled: "Deep-Sea Debate Pits Alvin Against

Jason', (Science, v. 259, 12 March 1993, 1534-1535) unfortunately obfuscates the

character of an ongoing and necessary dialogue about the future of deep submergence

science, that is presently engaging the diverse community of biologists, chemists,

geologists and physicists who work in the deep sea, by suggesting that the use of manned

or unmanned vehicles in the abyss is an "either/or" situation. While it is commendable

that Mr. Travis brought to the public forum a presentation of the exciting potential

offered by unmanned vehicles to the solution of fundamental questions that can only be

addressed through the effective use of deep submergence assets, it is unfortunate that

his text magnifies an ancillary issue while overlooking the critical element that is

conditioning discussions about the future of deep submergence science. We would like to

identify a few perspectives that may help to sharpen the community's understanding of the

salient issues.

• It is all but self evident that in more than 25 years of service to the

oceanogiaphic sciences, Alvin stands as a necessary and fundamental facility that has

been, and still is, critical to benchmark advances in biological, chemical and geological

oceanography. This probe into earth's inner space, with more than 2500 dives made, has

proved to be a reliable workhorse providing investigators with a cognitive presence and a

capability to carry out controlled, manipulative and interactive tasks. Alvin's

operational systems are completely disassembled and reassembled every three years in

order to meet stringent U. S. Navy specifications required for manned submersibles.

Alvin dives about 150-200 days per year for multidisciplinary science, considerably more

than any other individual deep sea manned research submersible, and the key observations,

samplings, measurements and experiments that have been made during these
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dives provide data that has changed, in fundamental ways, our understanding of the earth

and its biology. There is compelling evidence that community support in the continued

use of Alvin as a viable vehicle into the abyss is strong because a recent call for

letters of interest resulted in over 1300 dives requested for the 1994 and 1995 field

seasons at sites distributed around the globe.

• The recent utilization of remotely operated (ROV) and autonomous vehicle

(AUV) technology in the harsh environments of the deep sea is viewed as a marvelous new
and necessary enhancement of our capability to carry out investigations at depth. Since

these deep ocean systems have only recenUy become available, the number of scientific

experiments with ROVs carried out to date in the abyss are few, and results from these

experiments are as yet preliminary. Nevertheless, ROVs have developed to the point where

they can be used as superb fine-scale imaging and mapping tools, creating a high

resolution (centimeters to meters) acoustic (backscatter and bathymetry) and visual data

set. These results make it possible for the first time to completely image patterns and

relationships created by a mix of biological and physical processes at a local scale

(meters to kilometers), providing an essential linkage between our regional data sets and

the seabed outcrop. Rather than diminish the relevance of Alvin, ROVs and AUVs enhance

Alvin's productivity by creating a well-constrained framework into which Alvin can be

placed to most effectively maximize its unique potential. In addition, the rapidly

developing robotic c^»ability of ROVs indicates that these systems have an excellent

potential for in situ sampling. Nearly all deep sea research scientists view the advent

of ROVs and AUVs as welcomed and essential complements to Alvin considering the

multidisciplinary research objectives that are planned to be carried out during the next

decade. Each research tool has its operational niche and particular characteristics that

make it best suited to a specific research task. Planned or proposed field programs

indicate that there is growing community interest in using ROVs and AUVs to address a

range of interdisciplinary questions, both in the water column and on the seafloor.
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• Given the scale of the global ocean, the broad range of fundamental

scientific questions to be addressed, and the large community of scientists who wish to

carry out experiments using deep submergence facilities, the challenge is to devise a

comprehensive investigative strategy and an implementation plan that best integrates and

utilizes the complete range of deep submergence assets available to the community. Even

as new technological capabilities are made available in the form of ROVs and AUVs, such a

challenge is daunting in the face of funding levels that remain restrained, as they have

for oceanographic facilities during the last decade. Indeed, it is the diminished level

of support, when measured against the requirements for utilization of deep submergence

science assets, that ftames the ongoing dialogue. A King Solomon-like solution that

chooses a technological capability at the expense of another is a solution that does not

serve the needs of the scientific community.

The inner space of the global ocean and its underlying seabed are arguably this

planet's last frontier and a family of technological capabilities are needed to carry

investigations of the abyss forward into the 21st century. To meet this challenge, a

long-term programmatic commitment is necessary to assure the continued development of

required deep submergence facilities, and the implementation of a wide range of

scientific experiments that will greatly increase our understanding of the physical and

biological processes in the deep ocean.
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CENTENNIAL
University of Rhode Island

Graduate School of Oceanography

April 26 , 1993

Congressman Curt Weldon
Ranking Minority Member
Subconmiittee on Oceanography,

Gulf of Mexico, and the Outer Continental Shelf

Room 1334

Longworth House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6230

Dear Congressman Weldon:

Please find enclosed my answers to your questions that followed my testimony

before the Subcommittee on Oceanography, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Outer

Continental Shelf.

Let me take this occasion to say how much 1 appreciated and enjoyed the opportunity

to testify before the Subcommittee. If there is anything else that I can do to assist you
and your colleagues in your deliberations to improve the scientific vitality of U.S.

oceanography in general, and deep submergence science in particular, please do not

hesitate to call on me.

Sincerely,

Paul J. Fox

Professor of Oceanography

Chair, Deep Submergence

Science Committee, UNOLS
PJFxs
End.

Narragansett Bay Campus, Narragansett, Rl 02882-1197

The Univenity of Rhode Island li an affirmative action and equal oppottunity employer.
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To: The Honorable Curt Weldon

Subcommittee on Oceanography, Gulf of Mexico

and Outer Continental Shelf

From: Dr. Paul J. Fox

Chair, Deep Submergence Science Committee, UNOLS
Graduate School of Oceanography, URI

Subject Answers to questions about the National Undersea Research Program (NURP)

Question 1: Does NURP provide at least a step in the right direction for developing a

comprehensive undersea research plan?

This is a question that touches upon a number of salient issues pertinent to the state of deep

submergence science in the U.S. First, the NURP centers do indeed offer an opportunity to carry

out important investigations relevant to deep submergence science. These centers, however, have

been set up for poUtical reasons and, therefore, the scientific agendas are not always as rigorously

defined as they could, or should be, to best serve the interests of the U.S. taxpayer. The way to

solve this problem is to give the National NURP office greater control in the scientific oversight

and management of the centers. A component of this oversight should be an external peer review

by appropriate scientists who would asses the merits of each NURP program and offer

recommendations for improvement; such a process would ensure that the NURP centers were

productive, effective, competitive and efficient This would make the program more national in

character, scope and organization. Second, as presently constituted, the majority of the NURP
effort is focused on relatively shallow water programs (< 1000 ft). The NOAA/NURP
contribution to deep submergence science comes largely through their contribution to the operation

of the National Deep Submergence Facility at Woods Hole Oceanographic that includes the

submersible ALVIN and the Jason/Medea ROV system. As I mentioned in my testimony before

the subcommittee, the funding profile outlined by the present three agency agreement (NOAA,
NSF, ONR) does not support the facility at a level that allows for full utilization of the systems,and

that insures engineering development and technology enhancement NOAA/NURP could

substantially improve our deep submergence science effort by increasing its contribution to the

National Deep Submergence Facility.

Question 2: What constitutes peer-review of undersea programs?

I think that in the initial definition of a national program, whether it be undersea research or

whatever, it is important to include in that dialogue contributions from industry, the research

community, federal agencies and policy makers. Once the program is defined and the mission

statements established, then the review process should only involve those parties best suited to

judge the program elements. In the case of undersea research, this review should be carried out by

scientists and engineers who would be drawn, based on excellence, from academia, industry and

federal agencies.
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Question 3: Would it be effective to establish an independent steering committee to advise the

Under Secretary and Program Director concerning the operation of NURP?

Such an advisory body could be very effective in helping to provide a sense of overall

focus and balance to the operation of NURP. I see such a group, and tiie advice that they would

offer, to be consistent with my comments made in answers to questions 1 and 2. The key to

success of such a group would be that they were independent and that they had the requisite

expertise.

Question 4: What potential does the Jason Project have for education and undersea research?

The Jason Project has demonstrated that the use of high technology equipment in the deep

sea to unravel its mysteries is a very effective methodology to engage the interest of young students

in science. Here at the Graduate School of Oceanography, we serve as a downlink site for the

Jason Project and I have had an opportunity to watch Jason Programs and to talk to many young

students who have participated in the program. The Jason Project has demonstrated that it is an

effective educational tool that can touch students throughout the country and around the world.

The Project now must put more time and resources into program content and development To

date, there has been too much emphasis on pretty pictures and video razzle-dazzle. The common

complaint I have heard from kids this year is that after 5-10 minutes they got bored because the

program never moved beyond imaging of the tube worms that populate the sides of hydrothermal

mounds. In short, the Project has demonsti^ted its great , great potential, but it is now time to

create an educational package that can take advantage of a captivated and interested audience.

As an example of an ROV that is a superb imaging platform and that can carry out

manipulative and interactive tasks at great depths, Jason has great potential for deep-sea research.

The Jason system has just joined the National Facility at Woods Hole Oceanographic and already

the academic community is proposing scientific programs of great merit that require the Jason

system. A deep water ROV asset like Jason greaUy expands our national capability to carry out

benchmark investigations in the abyss and nicely complements the ALVIN. Given the significance

of the scientific questions to be addressed in the deep sea and the global scale of the investigative

arena, we need a healthy and robust deep submergence capability that includes submersibles

(shallow and deep), ROVs and autonomous vehicles. PresenUy, our deep submergence effort is

fragmented between three agencies (NOAA, NSF, and ONR). This balkanization of the effort

results in precarious levels of funding, both for the National facility, as well as, for the scientific

programs that wish to use the deep submergence assets; a situation that all but insures that the U.S.

will relinquish its leadership role in deep submergence science to Japan and France.

4/26/93
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Responses to Quesrions by the Honorable Solomon P. Ortiz

to Robert I. Wicklund

on the National Undersea Research Program

1. No, considering that NURP is touted as our National program of undersea research, $16

million is a small amount indeed. NURP covers a wide array of research disciplines and is

responsible for studying thousands of miles of coastline in the U.S., Caribbean and other parts of

the world. In fact, all oceans, particularly those areas that have never been explored much less

studied, are within the purview of NURP. My personal feeling is that our National program

should be at $75 million or more at this point in its history. More practically, and considering

fiscal constraints, I would recommend the level of $23 million in FY 1994, as written in last

year's NURP Act language.

2. Oiu- Center has identified several additional research priorities, if money were available.

Two of these are: (a) expansion of coral reef research to other regions of the Caribbean, Florida

and the Gulf of Mexico because coral reefs are declining worldwide at an alarming rate and we

are not sure of the cause or causes; (b) continuation of research initiated at CMRC in the

development and use of techniques to study the effects of increased ultraviolet light, particularly

UY(B), on primary and secondary marine organisms.

3. The CMRC/NURP budget is as follows:

Categorv
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5. Generally speaking, yes.

6. Although I would like to say yes because it would increase CMRC's budget, I don't believe

equitable fiinding will work. Some regions are larger and more difficult in which to conduct

undersea research than others, or a specific expensive piece of equipment might be needed by

one center and not another. Realistically, much of the individual centers' budgets have been

dictated by the interests of their Congressional delegations. As NURP has been zero funded by

the Administration over the past 1 1 years. Congress has played a major role in NURP's survival.

I don't believe that attempting to equate centers' funding would be acceptable or practical.

7. No. I believe that it is fairly common knowledge among researchers that they can submit a

proposal to the center responsible for their region of interest, regardless of the center's

homebase. I also believe, however, that a larger geographic network of centers with new

funding would generate more proposals because of a wider area of research interests, and it

would also increase funding for undersea research in general.

8. Yes. Legitimizing NURP would increase our chances of getting in the Administration's

budget as a line item. It would also set guidelines for future directions and, I believe, basically

give NURP a new and much needed positive image internally.

9. No. There is some undersea research supported by Sea Grant. NSF's support is tied direcdy

to their science proposals and I am not aware of any duplication of their scientific efforts with

NURP's programs. The Navy also does some civilian science. Last year it coordinated its

SeaCliffprogram with NURP but was not productive.

Coordination with other programs, institutions or governments first requires a strong, well

recognized undersea program that will provide the focus and leadership for longterm undersea

research. NURP does not presently serve that role at the level necessary. If legislation and

adequate funding are provided along with strong support from NOAA and the Secretary of

Commerce, leadership in the field of undersea research and interprogram coordination should

follow.

10. It might help to hold a hearing on deep submergence research this year. If the results of the

hearing are positive toward further pursuit of deep submergence research, then Committee

support for an appropriation to conduct a preliminary study of a 6-7000-meter system next year

(as recommended in the report "New Directions for NOAA's Undersea Research Program,"

April 1986) would be very helpful. This kind of positive action can go a long way to help

facilitate a full deep submergence research program in the future.

\
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Responses to Questions bv the Honorable Curt WcldOD

on the National Undersea Research Program

No. 1

^The genesis of the space program had all the ingredients to capture the imagination of the public

and when the former Soviets got into the business, our pride and the perceived threat to our
National security instantly became factors. The public fervor over space ultimately led to

President Kennedy's announcement that we would put a man on the moon and to the creation of
an independent NASA with a large budget.

Ocean programs did not have the same public image at that time, and, in fact, still do not. We
already had a sizable and effective undersea warfare capability. Another key factor was that

space study was brand new, whereas research on and in the oceans had been underway for years

and its proponents were somewhat provincial in their receptiveness to new and aggressive

programs.

I believe that the only way we are going to stimulate oceans research programs is to take an
aggressive approach to increasing public awareness, starting with a reorganization of NOAA as

an independent agency. It should not become part of EPA or a new Department of the

Environment, but should fiinction as an autonomous agency. Right now it is virtually unknown
to the general public. NOAA should be charged with an aggressive program of ocean research

and exploration on a global scale. We are putting a greater empasis on the global environment

these days without having explored but a small part of the world's oceans.

Nos. 2 & 3

I do not object to the scientific advisory committee and believe that it can provide healthy

scientific oversight. My testimony was not meant to address this part of the bill, merely the

committee's potential involvement with the merger of Centers.

As we well know, when a piece of legislation, with all good intentions, is signed into law, it is

then subject to interpretation by the legal sector of the Administration which can lead to the

public law having a different twist than what Congress intended. I believe, therefore, that very

specific language should be added to the NURP Act to at least guide the committee in their

decisionmaking on the issue of mergers. Even though we would hope and expect that any
committee appointed by the Secretary would be fair and strictly professional, it is still possible

that one or more members with specific interests could swing a vote in the wrong direction. I

cannot think of very many scientific reasons for merging Centers, but I can definitely think of
some political reasons to do so. My point is to urge Congress to consider the addition of
language that provides clear and precise guidelines to the merger section of the bill that afford

little possibility of being misinterpreted by legal counsel to the Secretary.
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